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Abstract
The thesis focuses on the area of copper twisted pair based wireline communications. As
one of the most widely deployed communication media, the copper twisted pair cable
plays an important role in the communication network cabling infrastructure. This thesis
looks to exploit diversity to improve twisted pair channels for data communications in two
common application areas, namely Ethernet over Twisted Paris and digital subscriber line
over twisted pair based telephone network.
The first part of the thesis addresses new approaches to next generation Ethernet over
twisted pair cable. The coming challenge for Ethernet over twisted pair cable is to realise
a higher data rate beyond the 25/40GBASE-T standard, in relatively short reach scenarios.
The straight-forward approaches, such as improving cable quality and extending frequency
bandwidth, are unlikely to provide significant improvement in terms of data rate. How-
ever, other system diversities, such as spectrum utilization are yet to be fully exploited,
so as to meet the desired data rate performance. The current balanced transmission over
the structured twisted pair cable and its parallel single-in-single-out channel model is re-
visited and formulated as a full-duplex multiple-in-multiple-out (MIMO) channel model.
With a common ground (provided by the cable shield), the balanced transmission is con-
V
verted into unbalanced transmission, by replacing the differential-mode excitation with
single-ended excitation. In this way, MIMO adoption may offer spectrum utilization ad-
vantages due to the doubled number of the channels. The S-parameters of the proposed
MIMO channel model is obtained through the full wave electromagnetic simulation of a
short CAT7A cable. The channel models are constructed from the resulting S-parameters,
also the corresponding theoretical capacity is evaluated by exploiting different diversity
scenarios.
With higher spectrum efficiency, the orthogonal-frequency-division-multiplexing
(OFDM) modulation can significantly improve the theoretical capacity compared with
single-carrier modulation, where the channel frequency selectivity is aided. The MIMO
can further enhance the capacity by minimising the impact of the crosstalk. When the
crosstalk is properly handled under the unbalanced transmission, this thesis shows that the
theoretical capacity of the EoTP cable can reach nearly 200GBit/s.
In order to further extend the bandwidth capability of twisted pair cables, Phantom
Mode transmission is studied, aiming at creating more channels under balanced transmis-
sion operation.
The second part of the thesis focuses on the research of advanced scheduling algo-
rithms for VDSL2 QoS enhancement. For VDSL2 broadband access networks, multi-user
optimisation techniques have been developed, so as to improve the basic data rate perfor-
mance.
Spectrum balancing improves the network performance by optimising users transmit
power spectra as the resource allocation, to mitigate the impact from the crosstalk. Aiming
at enhancing the performance for the upstream VDSL2 service, where the users QoS de-
mand is not known by all other users, a set of autonomous spectrum balancing algorithms
is proposed. These optimise users transmit power spectra locally with only direct channel
state information. To prevent selfish behaviour, the concept of a virtual user is introduced
to represent the impact on both crosstalk interference and queueing status of other users.
Moreover, novel algorithms are developed to determine the parameters and the weight of
the virtual user.
Another type of resource allocation in the VDSL2 network is crosstalk cancellation
by centralised signal coordination. The history of the data queue is considered as a time
series, on which different smooth filter characteristics are investigated in order to inves-
tigate further performance improvement. The use of filter techniques accounts for both
the instantaneous queue length and also the previous data to determine the most efficient
dynamic resource allocation. With the help of this smoothed dynamic resource allocation,
the network will benefit from both reduced signalling communication and improved delay
performance.The proposed algorithms are verified by numerical experiments.
Acrosyms Table
ADSL Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line
AN Access Node
ASB Autonomous Spectrum Balancing
CAT7A Catagory 7A
CO Central Office
CPE Customer Premises Equipment
CSI Channel State Information
CST Computer- Simulation Technology
DAC Digital-to-analogue -converter
DFE Decision- feedback- equaliser
DOCSIS Data Over Cable Service Interface Specification
DMT Discrete multi-tone
DRA Dynamic resource allocation
DS Downstream
DSB Distributed spectrum balancing
DSL Digital subscriber line
DSLAM Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexer
DSM Dynamic spectrum management
EOR End-of- the-row
EoTP Ethernet over Twisted Pair
EMC Electromagnetic compatibility
FEXT Far end crosstalk
FFT Fast Fourier Transformer
FIFO First-In-First-Out
FTTB Fibre-to-the-building
FTTC Fibre-to-the-cabinet
FTTN Fibre-to-the-neighbourhood
IEEE The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
iFFT inverse Fast Fourier Transformer
ISI Intersymbol interference
ISO Internation Standard Organization
ITU-T The ITU Telecommunication Standardization Sector
ISB Iterative spectrum balancing
IWF Iterative water filling
LAN Local area network
LSOH Low Smoke Zero Halogen
LTE Long Term Evolution
MIMO Multiple-In-Multiple-Out
MMSE Minimum mean-square error
MRL-ASB Multiple reference line autonomous spectrum balancing
MWS Max-Weight Scheduling
NEXT Near end crosstalk
OFDM Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
PAM Pulse Amplitude Modulation
PCC Partial crosstalk cancellation
PLC Power Line Communication
PSD Power spectral density
PVC Polyvinyl chloride
QAM Quadrature ampli- tude modulation
QLD Quadratic Lyapunov drift
QoS Quality of Service
RLCG model Resistance (R), inductance (L), capaci- tance (C), and conductance (G)
RT Remote terminal
RU Real users
S/FTP Shielded/Foiled Twisted Pair Cable
SC Single-carrier
SINR Signal-to-interference-and-noise-ratio
SISO Single-In-SIngle-Out
SMA Simple Moving Average Filter
SVD Singular value decomposition
TCL Transverse conversion loss
TCTL Transverse conversion transfer loss
TOR Top-of-the-rack
UTP Unshielded twisted pair cable
US Upstream
VDSL Very-high-bit-rate digital subscriber line
VDSL2 Very-high-bit-rate digital subscriber line 2
VNA Vectored network analyser
VU Virtual user
WMA Weighted Moving Average Filter
WRS Weighted Rate Sum
ZF Zero-forcing
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The beginning is the most important part of the work. - Plato
1.1. THE HISTORY OF COPPER TWISTED PAIR CABLE FOR
COMMUNICATION NETWORKS
Copper twisted pair cable was invented by the pioneer of telecommunications, Alexander
Graham Bell in 1881 [1]. Twisted pair cable consists of two identical copper wires, which
are twisted together as a single circuit, also forms a balanced circuit [2]. The principle
behind the twisted pair cable is the balanced signal transmission, where the two wires are
excited by the signal with same amplitude but opposite phase. External noise, in the form
of common mode noise, is eliminated in the balanced circuit.
One significant application of twisted pair cable is the telephone network, where the
existing open-wire for the telegraph transmission is not able to provide reliable voice signal
transmission, in terms of attenuation and reach. During the decades, the twisted pair cable
1
Table 1.1. The Evolution of the EoTP Standards
EoTP Standard 10BASE-T 100BASE-T 1000BASE-T 10GBASE-T 25/40GBASE-T
Twisted Pair Used 2 2 4 4 4
Coding Manchester 4B/5B PAM5 THP-PAM16 TBD
Transmit Voltage ±2.5V ±1, 0V ±2,±1, 0V max±2V TBD
Symbol Rate 10 MBd 125 MBd 125 MBd 250 MBd TBD
Pub. Year 1990 1995 1999 2006 TBD
Table 1.2. CATx Cable Specifications
Cat. 3 Cat. 4 Cat. 5 Cat. 5a Cat. 6 Cat. 6a Cat.7 Cat.7a
Frequency 16MHz 20MHz 100MHz 100MHz 250MHz 500MHz 600MHz 1600MHz
Data Rate 10Mbit/s 16Mbit/s 100Mbit/s 100Mbit/s 1Gbit/s 10Gbit/s 10Gbit/s 25/40Gbit/s
Reach 100m 100m 100m 100m 100m 55m 100m 50m
Cable Screening none none none none none none/foil braiding/foil braiding/foil
Pair Shielding none none none none none foil/none foil foil
has been developed as one of the most accessible communication cables, with a complete
eco-environment for itself, including the research, the standardisation, the design and the
manufacturing.
Originally invented for the voice signal band transmission, the twisted pair cable has
found significance in the application of the digital signal transmission. In the early stage of
the computer networks, the co-axial cable was chosen for the physical interconnections of
the Ethernet networks, but soon replaced by the unshielded twisted pair based UTP cable.
The UTP cable is assembled from four standard telephone twisted pair cables, and
with 8-pin RJ-45 connectors at each end [3]. UTP cable has considerable advantage over
co-axial cable, in terms of size, weight and flexibility in deployment. The evolution of the
EoTP standards and the corresponding footprint of the EoTP cable are concluded in Table
1.1 and Table 1.2, respectively.
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Table 1.3. The xDSL Standards
HDSL ADSL ADSL2 ADSL2+ VDSL VDSL2 G.Fast
Data Rate 2.048 Mbit/s 7Mbit/s DS 12.0 Mbit/s DS 24.0 Mbit/s DS 52.0 Mbit/s DS 100.0 Mbit/s DS 500.0 Mbit/s DS
800kbit/s US 1.3 Mbit/s US 1.4 Mbit/s US 16 Mbit/s US 100 Mbit/s US 500 Mbit/s US
Reach 3.7 km 4 km 4 km 4 km 1 km 500 m 500m
Frequency 772 kHz 1104 kHz 1104 kHz 2.2 MHz 12 MHz 30 MHz 106 MHz
Pub. Year 1993 1998 2002 2008 2001 2006 2014
Not only in the local network, the twisted pair cable based telephone network is also
transformed into data communication network. From the early analog modems of ITU-T
V-series protocol [4], where only a few kilobit are transmitted per second, to the latest
gigabit level, also known as G.Fast [5], the widespread telephone network infrastructure is
used to deliver high speed Internet service. Particularly, the digital subscriber line (DSL)
technology is dedicated for high speed data communication over the telephone network.
Another well established network, the co-axial cable based television cable network, is
also used to provide data service. These legacy infrastructure networks allowed telecom
operators to quickly develop the data service business, without investing another infras-
tructure system. The development of the xDSL standards is summarised in Table 1.3. Note
that there are many annexes of each DSL standard, therefore the data specification listed
in Table 1.3 is the typical specification used in practical implementation.
In recent years, the twisted pair cable is used mostly in the edge part of the telephone
network topology, as the broadband access network to connect the end user to the central
office or fibre node. With the digitalised telephone and television transmission, a new type
of access service known as Triple-play has been deployed, which provides high defini-
tion digital television, Internet access and telephone over a single broadband connection.
For such service-oriented access network, the quality-of-service (QoS) and the quality-of-
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experience are drawing more attention, rather than solely the data rate performance [6, 7].
1.2. SIGNAL TRANSMISSION IN THE TWISTED PAIR CABLES AND THE
STATE OF THE ART
In this section, the current technology used for the signal transmission over the twisted
pair cables are briefly introduced.
The first question to be answered is that, with the current twisted pair cable transmis-
sion, do we need it better?
Local computer network and data centres are the major cabled Ethernet application
scenarios. The latest published standard of the Ethernet over twisted pair (EoTP) is
the 10G BASE-T standard [8], while the ongoing standardisation procedure is finalis-
ing the 40G BASE-T [9] standard. Despite some available optical connection can reach
100Gbit/s or higher, the technology of a full optical network is yet immature. The EoTP
system is still attractive for its advantages of low cost, flexible deployment and easy main-
tenance. Just the speed of EoTP should catch up with the optical systems.
For the telephone network, some ambitious operators have advertised or planned to
replace the copper access network with optical access network, like fibre to the end user.
Although the optical technology is ready, such complete infrastructure renewal leads to
a unacceptably massive budget for both equipment and engineering. Therefore the hy-
brid access network with twisted pair cable connecting the end user will still serve for a
foreseeable period of a few decades.
The twisted pair cables will still serve as a key element in the cable data transmission
infrastructure, hence we need better technology to make better use of the twisted pair
4
cables.
The fundamental function of the twisted pair cables is to provide the communication
channels, in which the signal will be attenuated in the channel, according to the electro-
magnetic characteristics of the channel, also known as the insertion loss [10]. Therefore
the received signal contains the desired but attenuated signal and other noisy components.
A conductor can be excited by an incident electromagnetic field. The remote noise
source generates noise into the twisted pair cable in this way, e.g., the amateur radio. Any
two adjacent conductors will cause a electromagnetically coupling, if at least one of them
has electric current flowing. Such coupling could be intentional or unintentional. As an
example of the intentional coupling, the signal is generated from the excitation circuit and
then coupled into the twisted pair cable. If there is an impedance mismatch between the
excitation source and the cable, some of the transmit power will be reflexed back as the
echo, also known as the return loss.
The Ethernet cable consists of four twisted pairs, while the underground telephone ca-
ble bundle at least 25 twisted pairs, or even more than one hundred pairs. These twisted
pairs are compactly placed together, therefore they are electromagnetically coupled. The
signal being transmitted in the cable is leaked into other cables, as received as interference,
this is also known as the crosstalk in the domain of transmission line theory. The crosstalk
is a major interference source for twisted pair cables, because of the strong coupling be-
tween the twisted pairs and the same frequency band as the desired signal.
With a history of over a century, the twisted pair cable itself for the telephone net-
work has not been changed much. The early paper-wrapped low quality twisted pair is
now replaced by PVC or polyethylene wrapped twisted pair. When attempting to realise
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high speed data transmission, the main obstacle is the poor channel condition on the high
frequencies. Due to the physical nature of the conductor material, i.e., the copper, the
insertion loss and the crosstalk of the twisted pair cable is significantly degraded with the
increased frequency. This phenomenon is also referred to as the channel frequency selec-
tivity, which is a well-known performance bottleneck in many communication channels.
For the many digital communication systems, the multi-carrier orthogonal frequency-
division multiplexing (OFDM) was introduced to replace the single-carrier modulation
schemes, to cope the channel frequency selectivity [11–13]. Lately, based on the features
of the OFDM modulation, multi-user spectrum coordination [14–16] and signal coordi-
nation [5, 17, 18] have been developed and recently standardised, the frequency efficiency
can be further improved. The multi-user crosslayer design [19–21] will be powerful tool
to help the QoS of the broadband access network [22–24].
The basic structure of the EoTP cable remains the original design, but evolved with
more insulation layers, e.g., the pair-wise metal foil as the screening and the metallic
braiding as the shield, aiming at enhancing the electromagnetic properties. The single-
carrier pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM) has been the communication fundamental from
the early standard, which later being evolved with expanded frequency band and increased
modulation order. The same channel frequency selectivity and crosstalk problems as in the
telephone networks, are seen as the bottleneck for further standard evolution [9]. Hence
alternative approaches are expected, so as to further improve the performance of the EoTP
transmission.
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1.3. THE OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH
As the raw material of the conductor in the twisted pair cables, the copper metal is a non-
sustainable natural resource. Either from ore processing or old data cable recycling, the
manufacturing of the twisted pair cable requires considerable energy and other resources.
Furthermore, the existing cabling infrastructure of the telephone networks and the com-
puter networks have been built with enormous effort over decades. Also, society and
commerce are placing ever increasing data throughput demand on the data infrastructure.
Hence there is a contention between updating the cabling to accommodate new demands
or cutting demands to avoid the need for infrastructure replacement. Given that physical
redesign of the cabling infrastructure is expensive, as a result, an open question is how can
more data throughput be obtained for existing cabling infrastructure [25, 26]. Therefore
this thesis attempts to propose novel techniques that can balance that contention. In par-
ticular it addresses the throughput increase of the Ethernet twisted pair cable and quality
of experience in DSL networks. The solution adopted is to exploit diversity in coding and
spectrum. To achieve this, the following objectives are set:
1. Channel remodelling for the Ethernet over twisted pair cable. (Conductor Diversity)
2. Alternative transmission techniques. (Modulation Diversity)
3. Phantom mode transmission over Ethernet cable. (Virtual Channel Diversity)
4. Smoothed Max-Weight based dynamic resource allocation in VDSL2 networks.
(Data Time Series Diversity)
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5. Virtual user assisted autonomous spectrum balancing in VDSL2 networks. (Virtual
Network Diversity)
1.4. THESIS OVERVIEW AND CONTRIBUTIONS
An overview of the thesis and its major contributions are now given.
Some of the important concepts are introduced in the Chapter 2.
Part I of this thesis exploits the diversity in the EoTP cable. With structured EoTP
cable as the study subject, the goal is to determine the theoretical capacity of the EoTP
cable with alternative transmission mode and transmission techniques.
Chapter 3 reformulates the EoTP cable as a full-duplex MIMO channel model, under
both balanced and unbalanced transmission mode. A short CAT7A cable is simulated
with CST Microwave studio, where the insertion loss, the return loss, the crosstalk and the
channel length of both balanced and unbalanced transmission mode are investigated.
The unbalanced transmission has doubled the number of the communication channels
in the EoTP cable, with more smaller conductor path for the signal transmission and more
crosstalk paths. The short cable shows improved insertion loss and increased crosstalk
coupling, which indicates that the short cable does not necessarily provide better chan-
nel condition than the 30 meters long cable. Together with the reformulated full-duplex
MIMO channel model, the cable capacity under different setups can be evaluated by ac-
commodating more alternative transmission techniques, for instance, OFDM modulation
and MIMO crosstalk cancellation.
The theoretical capacity of simulated channel models is examined in Chapter 4, where
the OFDM modulation is introduced and compared with the single-carrier modulation.
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The benefit of the MIMO crosstalk cancellation and the impact of the transmit power are
also discussed in Chapter 4.
The multi-carrier OFDM modulation scheme has shown significantly improved ca-
pacity from the PAM of the current Ethernet standard, also strong resilience against the
crosstalk and frequency selectivity. The unbalanced transmission has shown great poten-
tial with proper crosstalk cancellation. The one meter CAT7A cable can reach a theoretical
capacity of nearly 200Gbit/s, not just far beyond the current going 40G BASE-T, but also
this ensures a possible future for a 100G BASE-T EoTP standard.
The phantom mode transmission and its simulation result are presented in Chapter 5,
where the impact of the impedance mismatch is demonstrated in both S-parameter and the
resulting theoretical capacity.
The impedance mismatch of the Phantom circuit has been indicated as the main bottle-
neck of the Phantom mode transmission, which causes severe crosstalk and consequently
degrades the transmission capacity. This could further be used as the design criteria of
Phantom circuit implementation.
The materials of the Chapter 3 and IWCS 2016 [27] and the Chapter 4 are published
in IWCS 2015 [28] and Cabwire2015 [29], respectively. A more comprehensive report is
in preparation as a journal paper.
Part II of this thesis develops novel scheduling algorithms for the QoS enhancement in
VDSL2 networks. Generally speaking, QoS contains various technical and other commer-
cial factors, therefore in this thesis only the delay performance is considered as the QoS
performance metric. Based on the existing spectrum balancing and signal coordination of
the VDSL2 networks, the goal is to reduce the signalling overhead in the centralised signal
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coordination and to improve the delay performance of the autonomous spectrum balancing
algorithms.
Chapter 6 introduces the transmission stability and the dynamic resource allocation of
the spectrum balancing and the signal coordination in VDSL2 networks. The time-series
smooth filter is applied to the dynamic resource allocation algorithm of the partial crosstalk
cancellation, so as to reduce the signalling overhead and improve the delay performance,
while the transmission stability is preserved.
The smoothing effect can lower the signalling demand in the dynamic resource allo-
cation of the DSL networks, which can further practically reduce the implementation cost
in PCC dynamic resource allocation. Moreover, this smooth concept could also be widely
used in other network topologies in the research area of the network dynamic resource
allocation.
In Chapter 7, the concept of virtual user is presented, which helps the autonomous
spectrum balancing algorithm to take other users’ delay performance into account, to pre-
vent a selfish dynamic resource allocation.
The virtual user and virtual network concept enable a new class of autonomous spec-
trum balancing algorithms, where no QoS status information exchange is required. This is
especially important for the upstream service, where the information exchanges between
the CPEs are not feasible. The proposed algorithms also have very low computational
complexity, then they can be implemented into the low-cost massive CPE chipsets, so as
to improve both the data rate and delay performance.
A report on the result of Chapter 6 has been submitted to IEEE Communication letters,
currently under review. The material of the Chapter 7 is published in IWCS 2014 [30], also
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a journal paper of the same topic is in preparation.
Conclusions are drawn and interesting topics for future research are discussed in Chap-
ter 8.
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Chapter 2
Basic Concepts
In this chapter, the basic concepts underpinning the research presented in the thesis work
are outlined. First, copper based communication cables are introduced. Then the network
topology in typical application scenarios and its impact on the crosstalk are discussed.
Finally single-carrier and multi-carrier modulation schemes are presented.
2.1. THE COMMON COPPER CABLES FOR COMMUNICATIONS
Many communication networks transmit either electrical or optical signal. The optical sig-
nal is transmitted over optical fibre cables, while the electrical signal must be transmitted
over conductive medium,
2.1.1. The Structured Twisted Pair Cable for Ethernet
The twisted pair cable in the telephone network has only one twisted pair per cable, which
are not covered in any form of protection. Therefore, a large amount of the twisted pairs
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bundled together in the cable bundle may generate significant crosstalk and therefore in-
terfere with each other. This section focuses on the EoTP cable.
Emerging as a cost-effective solution for LAN cabling infrastructure, the early struc-
tured EoTP cable simply assembled four individual telephone twisted pair cables with an
outer layer jacket, which is also referred to as unshielded twisted pair (UTP) cable. As
the main functional component of the EoTP cable, the four twisted pairs, each of which
consists of two copper wires, compose the conductor paths for signal transmission. Dur-
ing the evolution of the Ethernet standards and the corresponding EoTP developments,
other components are introduced to improve the cable performance, e.g., non-conductive
protection layers, conductive shielding layers and spacing accessories.
A cross section diagram of one of the more advanced standardised EoTP cable, i.e.,
the S/FTP CAT7A cable, is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The copper wire is coated with non-
conductive insulation, in order to prevent direct contact between the two wires and to
control the primary and secondary transmission line parameters. Then each pair is covered
with metallic foil as screening, which prevents the crosstalk coupling between other pairs.
Another layer of thin metal wire braiding is weaved outside the four twisted pairs as the
shield, to further suppress the crosstalk emission and reduce the external interference. The
outer most layer is a non-conductive and purely a physical protection jacket.
Each twisted pair consists of two identical copper wires, which are twisted together.
These two wires have the same conductor length and same impedance, therefore the
twisted pair forms a balanced transmission line [2, 10, 31]. The four twisted pairs usu-
ally have different twisting rates, i.e., they have different numbers of turns in a unit length,
so as to avoid repeated electromagnetic field between each other. Such non-repetitive ge-
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Fig. 2.1. S/FTP Cable Design
ometry is demonstrated in Fig. 2.2, where only the wires are shown.
2.1.2. Other Cables for Data Communication
Another legacy network intensively used for data access network is the service is the co-
axial television cable network, with the protocol of the Data Over Cable Service Interface
Specification (DOCSIS) [32, 33]. The structure of the co-axial cable, as illustrated in Fig.
2.3, significantly differs from twisted pair based cables. The signal is transmitted over a
copper wire, with the metallic braiding as the ground. This forms a typical unbalanced
transmission line [2, 10, 31].
Driven by the growing data transmission of triple-play, high definition video and high
speed Internet, DOCSIS began to utilise higher frequency band. Then the physical nature
of copper leads to frequency selectivity as well, where the previously adopted single-
carrier modulation shows severe performance degradation. Aiming at Gigabit level data
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Fig. 2.2. Twisted Pair Model
rate, the latest DOCSIS 3.1 standard has replaced single-carrier from the early standard
with the OFDM modulation as well, in order to realise the expectation in data rate. The
downstream data rate is significantly increased from 42.88Mbit/s in the DOCSIS 3.0 to
10Gbit/s in the DOCSIS 3.1, while the upstream data rate is increased from 30.72Mbit/s
in the DOCSIS 3.0 to 1Gbit/s in the DOCSIS 3.1 as well.
The twin-axial cable based Ethernet has finalised the 40GBASE-CR4 and 100GBASE-
CR4/CR10 standards for the 40Gbit/s and 100Gbit/s transmission [34], which are ,essen-
tially of multiple 10GBASE-CR lanes in parallel, i.e., the 10G Ethernet over twin-axial
cable. Twin-axial cable has a very similar structure to co-axial cable, but with two copper
wire conductors within the insulation. The two wires of the twin-axial cable are fed with
a differential signal, the metallic braiding functions as an electromagnetic shielding layer.
The twin-axial cable also adopts single-carrier PAM modulation.
Recently, power-line communication (PLC) has become as a candidate for in-house
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Fig. 2.3. Co-Axial Cable structure
networks [35, 36], where the data is carried by the legacy power line network. The PLC
network cable is ordinary power line cable, which varies based on the specification of
different countries. The modulation scheme used in the PLC network is also OFDM mod-
ulation.
2.2. TOPOLOGY AND CROSSTALK COUPLING
For wireline communication networks, the network topology determines the two ends of
each transmission, where a cable connects these two ends. The geometry distribution of
the cables could be sparse or compact, depending on the network topology. This then
directly influences the crosstalk coupling distance of the cables. In this section two typical
network topologies for the Ethernet network and the telephone network are discussed.
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2.2.1. The Star Network Topology
In an Ethernet based LAN network, there are one or more computer or other devices as the
end node, while one hub as the central access node [37]. The end nodes could be either
wired or wireless connected to the hub. The hub can be a router or a switch, which may
be connected to an upper layer switch or another parallel hub. This is considered as a star
network, as illustrated in Fig. 2.4.
Computer
Hub
Computer
ComputerComputer
Computer Hub
Fig. 2.4. The Star Network of LAN
The data centre is a large scale and layered LAN. The server rack, where a few servers
are hosted, can be seen as the smallest LAN network on the edge of the whole network.
There are two types of the cabling setting: top-of-the-rack (TOR) setting places one switch
on the top of the rack, which connects all the server to the TOR switch; and the end-of-
the-row (EOR) setting connects all the server in all the racks to the main switch at the end
of the rack row. The TOR setting is gaining more popularity, with the advantage of easy
cabling management and higher switch failure redundancy [38, 39]. The cable layout in
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this TOR scenario is relatively compact at the switch side, on the other end spread down to
the servers.The server to switch distance is only a few meters, due to the different server
levels, the cable coupling is as short as one or two meters. Plus due to the well designed
EoTP cable screen and shield, the crosstalk between EoTP cables, usually referred to
as alien crosstalk, can be considered as trivial [39]. The most significant crosstalk is the
coupling within the EoTP cable, among the twisted pairs, also this short coupling crosstalk
will be the interest of the research in this thesis.
2.2.2. The Telephone Access Network
With the rapidly growing demand for bandwidth, much of the telephone network infras-
tructure, from the backhaul network and upwards to the core network, has been trans-
formed to optical communication. While the access network part, from the access node
(AN) to the customer-premises equipment (CPE), is connected by twisted pair cable.
For the long reach standards like ADSL, all the CPEs are directly connected to the
CO, or to a remote terminal (RT) if there is one nearby. With the deployment of high
speed but short reach VDSL and VDSL2, the AN moves even closer to the CPE, like
fibre-to-the-cabinet (FTTC), fibre-to-the-neighbourhood (FTTN) and fibre-to-the-building
(FTTB). While the majority of access network still runs over the underground cable bundle
of the twisted pair cables, the different ANs lead to a mixed deployment topology, as
demonstrated in Fig. 2.5.
In such a mixed deployment topology, each individual twisted pair cable may start and
end at different locations, which is referred to as the near-far problem. In the underground
cable bundle, the twisted pair cables are tidily bundled together for hundreds of meters,
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Figure 2.10: Mixed Deployment Scenario
receiver (CO). Clearly some power-backo  is necessary on the RT transmitter
to ensure that a fair rate is achieved by the CO line.
From an information theory perspective the DSL network is an interference
channel since signal coordination is not possible. Our goal is to characterize
the capacity region of this interference channel, and the corresponding optimal
transmit spectra.
Chapter 3 investigates the design of optimal transmit spectra for a network
of interfering DSLs. This problem was previously considered intractable since
it requires the solution of a high-dimensional, non-convex optimization. It is
shown that, through the use of a dual-decomposition, the optimization can
be solved in an e cient, tractable way. The resulting algorithm, which we
name optimal spectrum balancing, gives significant gains over existing spectral
coordination techniques, typically doubling or tripling data-rates.
The material in Chapter 3 has been published as [40, 39, 110, 14, 94, 97],
submitted for publication as [20, 95], and has been patented by Alcatel[32].
The optimal spectrum balancing algorithm was submitted to standardization
as [36, 37, 38, 35] and is now part of the draft ANSI standard on Dynamic
Spectrum Management[8].
Fig. 2.5. The Mixed Deployment Topology of the xDSL Network
even over kilometres. Without any screen or shield, these twisted pair cables have strong
coupling to each other, thus the resulting crosstalk severely degrades the performance of
the xDSL networks.
Moreover, due to non-technical reasons, e.g., anti-monopoly regulation for telecoms,
the cables in the same cable bundle might be owned by one c mpany, but usually operated
by two or more competing companies. Thus multi-user signal processing techniques can
only be applied to the cables that are operated by the same company, then the resulting
crosstalk from the differe tly coordinated cables causes more performance degradation
[14,40]. Such interference is within the same frequency band, therefore unpredictable due
to the unknown multi-user technique. In the research of the xDSL network, the crosstalk
generated by the twisted pair cable outside the multi-user coordinated group is defined as
alien crosstalk.
2.3. DIGITAL MODULATION
From the perspective of frequency band utilisation, all the modulation techniques can be
sorted into two camps, single-carrier modulation and multi-carrier modulation. The two
modulation schemes are introduced in this section, then their performance for the EoTP
cable will be evaluated later.
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2.3.1. Pulse-Amplitude Modulation
For early narrow band or voice band communication systems, especially the analog trans-
mission systems, the single carrier transmission has been an attractive option due to its
low complexity. The AM and FM radio system are well known examples for analog mod-
ulation. Pulse-amplitude PAM modulation is one of the most used digital modulation
methods, also adopted in the EoTP transmission.
PAM modulation can be understood as a digital correspondence of the analog ampli-
tude, where the continuous carrier is replace by time-discrete pulse series, also the am-
plitude is quantised to a finite set of levels. In [41], for a given channel, the information
bound b (in bit) can be carried on one pulse, i.e., one symbol, is calculated as follows,
b = log2(1 + SINR), (2.1)
where SINR denotes the signal-to-interference-and-noise-ratio. With the carrier frequency
fs, the achievable data rate R of the whole transmission system is calculated as follows,
R = fs ⇥ b. (2.2)
Intuitively, to expand the carrier frequency to transmit more symbols per second, or
improve the SINR to transmit more bits per symbol can both increase the data rate. How-
ever, in reality, the channel condition is always impaired as the frequency increases. For
a particular channel, the optimal carrier frequency for the PAM modulation is always a
trade-off between the SINR and the frequency, rather than the highest frequency available.
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2.3.2. The Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) Modulation
As wireline communication systems switch to broadband systems, the increased chan-
nel frequency selectivity caused by the expanding transmission frequency band and the
crosstalk become the major performance bottleneck. Hence, multi-carrier modulation
schemes gradually emerge as powerful tools for broadband systems. Multiple carrier
transmission techniques divide the broadband channel into a set of parallel narrow band
flat channels (sub-carriers), then transmit over these separate channels simultaneously. as
illustrated in Fig. 2.6.
Fig. 2.6. OFDM Frequency Utilisation
A very popular multiple carrier technique in recent commercial practice is orthog-
onal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), whose sub-subcarriers are orthogonal to
each other [42, 43]. At the transmitter side, the transmit data is first converted to a set of
parallel baseband data streams through a serial-to-parallel converter, where each of these
stream corresponds to a sub-carrier, then independently modulated into quadrature ampli-
tude modulation (QAM) symbols. So far, the data signal is still in the time domain. Then
the parallel QAM symbols are fed into an inverse Fast Fourier Transformer (iFFT), whose
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output is a serial signal in frequency domain, then is further converted into analogue signal
by a digital-to-analogue converter (DAC). At last this transmit signal will go through the
copper wire. This procedure is depicted in Fig. 2.7.
Fig. 2.7. OFDM Transmitter
At the receiver side, the received signal is converted into a digital signal through an
analogue-to-digital converter (ADC), then separated into real and imaginary parts by a
Fast Fourier Transformer (FFT), which converts the serial time domain signal back into
parallel frequency domain QAM symbols. The the QAM symbols will be resolved into
data bits, later combined in order into the received data. This procedure is depicted in
Fig.2.8.
Fig. 2.8. OFDM Receiver
Mathematically, the frequency band Fmax is divided into N sub-carriers, which is
smaller or equal to the size of FFT/iFFT. Each carrier has a bandwidth of  f , which
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is chosen to be narrow enough that demonstrates a flat frequency channel condition. The
symbol rate on each sub-carrier is denoted by fs, while the corresponding symbol duration
is T = 1/fs second. The bitloading bn on sub-carrier n, i.e., the information can be carried
on sub-carrier n in bits, is calculated as follows,
bn = log2(1 + SINR), (2.3)
and the achievable data rate R of the whole transmission system is calculated as follows,
R = fs
NX
n=1
bn. (2.4)
Compared with single carrier transmission, the performance degradation caused by the
channel selectivity will be improved in OFDM, in that only the sub-carriers on the severely
affected frequency will suffer performance degradation. For instance, the severe insertion
loss in the high frequency part of Fig. 2.6 will not impact the separate transmission in
the low frequency part. In the receiver design of the single carrier transmission, usually
a time domain filter is adopted for the channel equalisation. Such a time domain filter
invloves a large number of filter taps, which means high complexity, power consumption
and processing delay. At the OFDM receiver side, the output of the FFT is parallel QAM
symbols, which is low symbol rate frequency domain signal in the form of complex num-
ber. The channel equalisation can be easily implemented by multiplication of the QAM
symbol with the inverse of the sub-carrier channel estimate.
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2.4. SUMMARY
This chapter has introduced the basic concepts for the research work of the thesis. The
EoTP cable and other copper based communication cables were introduced. Then the star
network topology and telephone network topology and their impact on the crosstalk were
discussed. Also, single-carrier and multi-carrier modulation schemes were presented.
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Chapter 3
The Channel Model of The EoTP Cable
The sciences do not try to explain, they hardly even try to interpret, they mainly make
models. By a model is meant a mathematical construct which, with the addition of cer-
tain verbal interpretations, describes observed phenomena. The justification of such a
mathematical construct is solely and precisely that it is expected to work. - Johann Von
Neumann
3.1. INTRODUCTION
At the time of writing, the early 10Mbit/s Ethernet over twisted pair cable has been up-
graded to 10Gbit/s: one thousand times faster. Meanwhile, the 40G BASE-T standard
is being finalised by the IEEE 802.3 study group [44]. Thus the research goal here is to
investigate the possibility of even higher data rate over the EoTP cable, namely 100Gbit/s
or higher.
Since the introduction of the structured twisted pair cable as the foundation for the
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Ethernet in the early 1980s, the same channel model has been used in all the work related
to EoTP, e.g., the cable design and standard development. From the perspective of the
”classic” communication theory, the EoTP cable provides four parallel SISO channels,
where the crosstalk is seen as static noise and time-invariant. Also, the channel condition
is determined by the carrier frequency of the single-carrier modulation.
From Table 1.1 and Table 1.2, the development of the EoTP standards can be
catagorised as three straight-forward approaches:
• Higher cable quality
• Expanding the frequency bandwidth
• Increasing the PAM modulation order
In [9], the channel condition requirement of a 30 meter long CAT7A cable is specified,
whose Shannon capacity is estimated for below 80Gbit/s, over the four parallel SISO
channel model. With this theoretical capacity, the expected 40Gbit/s transmission will be
feasible with a considerable margin.
During the development of the 40G BASE-T, the straight-forward approaches are go-
ing close to the physical property bound of the EoTP cable. As specified in [9], the fre-
quency has more than tripled from the 500MHz of the CAT6A to the 1600MHz of the
CAT7A. Due to the physical nature of the conductor material, the copper, the insertion
loss and the crosstalk level rapidly increase at Giga Hertz frequency. Restricted by the size
and the cost of the EoTP cable, there is very little space for a further separation to reduce
the crosstalk. Higher order PAM modulation requires better channel SINR, which is very
challenging at such high frequency. Therefore, with the current transmission technique
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establishment under this degraded channel condition, very dim possibility is seen for a
future 100G BASE-T.
In this chapter, the EoTP cable and its channel are revisited, then the parallel SISO
channel model is re-formulated into a full-duplex MIMO channel model. Under balanced
transmission, the MIMO channel model is of 4 ⇥ 4 dimension, where both detailed near-
end and far-end crosstalk coefficients are included. Then through the mixed-mode signal
analysis, the signal is split into differential-mode signal and common-mode signal, then
analysed in single-ended excitation on each wire. The metallic shield of the CAT7A cable
is used as ground for the eight wires. The wire-level single-ended excitation is further
developed into an unbalanced transmission mode, in which the number of the MIMO
channels is doubled.
With the 30 meter long CAT7A cable specification in [9] as reference channel, a one
meter long CAT7A cable is modelled and simulated. The numerical S-parameter from
the simulation is used to characterise the balanced and unbalanced transmission, which is
further used in the next chapter to evaluate the theoretical capacity of the EoTP cable.
In Sec. 3.2, the significance of short cable for the intra-rack connectivity is discussed.
In Sec. 3.3 the EoTP channel is revisited and remodelled as a full-duplex MIMO channel.
Sec. 3.4 provides a mixed-mode point of view of the EoTP signal transmission. Then
the EoTP cable is further extended into unbalanced transmission mode in Sec. 3.5. The
simulation methodology and results are given in Sec. 3.6.
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3.2. THE INTRA-RACK CONNECTIVITY OVER COPPER
The general computer network topology was discussed in Sec. 2.2.1. Throughout the Part
of the thesis, the research focuses on the micro-level network within the server rack.
Compared to the rapidly emerged wireless Ethernet in the home and office areas, data
centre networks (DCN) and high performance computer (HPC) network still rely on the
high throughput and the high reliability of the cable infrastructure [39, 45–55]. The HPC
systems have usually very high density of the computing nodes, thus the HPC networks
consist of chip-to-chip and board-to-board networks as the edge connectivity. As high-end
computer systems, HPC networks have very rigorous delay and throughput specifications,
therefore many HPC networks are customised or self-built networks with non-standard
components [39, 52, 56].
With the trend of cloud computing and cloud storage [38], the data centres, as the
fundamental element of such infrastructure, will be constantly upgraded to meet an ever
growing demand. Then for the DCN, not only the performance, but also the deployment
cost and maintenance cost are important factors in the DCN designing and planing. In the
pyramidal structure of a state-of-the-art data centre, typically a few thousands of servers,
as the basic functional node, are installed into a few hundreds server racks, regardless to
the network routing optimisation [46,50,54,55,57,58]. Each server is usually connected to
more than one routers [50], therefore there are more such edge connection between server
and router installed than other aggregation connections. This further makes the cost of the
edge connection a relatively large part in the total network expenditure, which includes the
purchase, the installation and the maintenance [46, 50, 54, 55, 58].
The most popular technology for the edge connection in the DCN is 10G Ethernet
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[50,54,58], which is offered with three cabling options: twisted pair cable, twinaxial cable
and optical fiber. For the same length, the EoTP cable implementation costs in the region
of 25% of the twin-axial cable or optical fiber cable [54, 58]. Although in [9], the 40G
BASE-T is specified up to 30 meters as a typical reach, the intra-rack connectivity distance
between the server and TOR router is restricted by the size the to the rack dimension to
a few meters [59]. The silicon implementation of EoTP is considerably cheaper than the
other options as well, which makes the corresponding network equipments, e.g., network
adaptors, router and switches, more economical. Moreover, the EoTP cable is favoured
in practical deployment for the easy bending and customised cable lengths, which results
in a much lower maintenance cost. In this way, EoTP is a cost-effective solution for the
intra-rack connectivity.
The aggregation connections between the racks require much higher throughput than
the edge connection, which carry the aggregated data from multiple edge connections,
even the 40G BASE-T can barely satisfy this scenario. Also the distance between such
routers are longer than the intra-rack connectivity, which cover the dimension of a data
centre [46, 57]. In such scenario, Ethernet over optical fibre is a better choice.
In this thesis, a one meter cable is modelled as an exemplar case for the short reach
study. The insertion loss, return loss and crosstalk coupling level of such short EoTP cable
have not been studied, to the best of our knowledge. The 30 meter cable channel model
specified in [9] is used as a reference, to demonstrate the properties of the short reach
cable.
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3.3. THE MIMO CHANNEL MODELLING OF THE BALANCED
TRANSMISSION
In the current EoTP standards, the twisted pairs are excited in differential mode. The two
wires of each pair are fed with the voltage signals with same amplitude and different signs
at the transmitter, then the voltage difference between the two wires at the receiver is taken
as the output signal [2,10,31,37]. Combining the balanced line and the differential signal,
the signal transmission over each twisted pair is a balanced transmission. Moreover, at
any point outside a twisted pair, the emitted signal from these two wires should also be of
the same amplitude and different signs, so the resulting interference is also minimised.
The four twisted pairs in a EoTP cable form four parallel direct channels, who interfere
each other with crosstalk channels. The actual received signal includes the desired signal,
which is degraded by the insertion loss, the reflected signal, which is the transmit signal at
the same side reduced by the return loss, the crosstalk and the external noise. As a point-
to-point transmission, EoTP transmission is full duplex, in that the transmitter and receiver
of each twisted pair are located at the same end of each pair, which working simultane-
ously over the same frequency band. The crosstalk received from the transmitters on the
other end is defined as the far end crosstalk (FEXT), while the crosstalk received from the
transmitters on the same end is defined as the near end crosstalk (NEXT). Therefore the
EoTP cable can be seen as a multi-user interference-limited communication system with
four single-in-single-out (SISO) channels, as demonstrated in Fig. 3.1.
In transmission line theory [2, 10, 31], the EoTP cable can be modelled as an 8-port
network, as illustrated in Fig. 3.2.
From another point of view, at each end of the EoTP cable the transmit and received
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Fig. 3.1. The Four Channels in EoTP Cable
signal of the four SISO channel cans conveniently be processed in a coordinated fashion,
so as to implement variety of MIMO techniques for performance enhancement. With the
knowledge of the transfer function of any two ports of the network, the EoTP cable can
be modelled as a 4 ⇥ 4 MIMO system. Assuming the transmission direction from port 1
to port 4 as downstream (DS), e.g., from the switch to the server, also the other direction
as upstream (US), the MIMO channel model of the EoTP cable DS is given by matrix Eq.
(3.1):
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Fig. 3.2. 8-port Network Model of the EoTP Cable
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or compact as in Eq. (3.2),
~bDS = HDS~aDS +HUS~aUS + ~z, (3.2)
where the vector ~bDS = [b5, b6, b7, b8]T denotes the received differential signal of channel
1 to 4 at port 5 to 8. The vectors ~aDS , ~aUS and ~z with the same structure as ~bDS denote
the transmit signal vectors for DS and US, and the external noise vector, respectively.
HDS and HUS are 4 ⇥ 4 channel coefficient matrices for DS and US, respectively. The
diagonal elements of HDS are the insertion loss coefficient of the direct channel, where
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the off-diagonal elements of HDS are the FEXT coefficient. The diagonal elements of
HUS are the return loss coefficient, where the off-diagonal elements ofHUS are the NEXT
coefficient. A precise model for the alien crosstalk for EoTP cable, i.e., the crosstalk from
other EoTP cables, is still an open issue, therefore the alien crosstalk is considered as a
component in external noise.
Similarly, the MIMO channel model of the EoTP cable US is given by Eq. (3.3):
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or compact as in Eq. (3.4),
~bUS = HUS~aUS +HDS~aDS + ~z. (3.4)
With any MIMO realisation, after obtaining the parameters for the channel coefficient
matrices HDS and HUS , the transmit vectors ~aDS and ~aUS , and the external noise ~z, the
total data rate of the MIMO EoTP can be calculated by the equation Eq. (3.4). Also, this
channel model can be easily extended to an OFDM-MIMO model, where the spectrum
efficiency can be further improved by OFDM modulation.
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3.4. MIXED-MODE SIGNAL ANALYSIS
Firstly the EoTP cable is studied from a mixed-mode signal point of view. For the simplest
ideal balanced transmission model with two parallel and identical conductors, any received
external interference will be removed as common-mode signal [2, 10, 31, 60]. Conductor-
wise, the CAT7A EoTP cable has four twisted pairs, four pair-screens and one metallic
shield. For each twisted pair, the external interference includes the crosstalk from other
pairs and external interference through the shield. Traditionally, the EoTP is analysed as an
8-port network, where each twisted pair is modelled as a two-port network, as illustrated
in Fig. 3.2. Due to the compact size of the EoTP cable, the spacing between the two
wires of the same twisted pair is not electronically small enough to receive the identical
crosstalk from other pairs. Moreover, at different locations of the cable, the wires have
different geometry distributions. This further leads to different mutual inductance (Lm)
and capacitance (Cm).
In the real-world EoTP cable, the energy going into the wire and travelling towards
the other end of the wire is composed of both the desired differential-mode signal and
the received non-ideal common-mode signal from other wires. From the mixed-mode
signal point of view, each wire of the EoTP cable can be seen as two individual single-
ended transmission lines , the differential-mode excitation source and the common-mode
excitation source. At the other end of the transmission line, the received energy of
these two transmissions contains the differential-mode signal from the same wire and the
differential-mode signal and the common-mode signal from other wires.
In order to study the differential-mode signal and the common-mode signal separately,
a common ground is required for all the wires in the circuit model. In practice, even
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without the presence of a drain wire, the metallic shield can serve well as the common
ground for all the wires. Then the EoTP cable can be modelled as a multiple conductor
transmission systems, where the conductor paths are parallel to each other and share a
common ground [61]. Such a system can be seen as a cascade of a series of small cable
segments, each of which can be modelled by a resistance (R), inductance (L), capacitance
(C), and conductance (G) RLCG model. The RLCG model of a EoTP cable segment is
depicted in Fig. 3.3.
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Fig. 3.3. The RLCG Model of the EoTP Cable Segment
Theoretically, with the given material physical properties and the conductor geometry
distribution, the RLCG parameters of each cable segment can be calculated, also further
used to produce the transfer functions. By cascading the segments, the transfer function
of the whole cable can be obtained [61]. However in most of the practical system, the
almost infinitely fine segmentation and the variation in conductor geometry distribution
lead to a unsolvable computation-intensive problem, which prohibit the use of this method
to analyse the EoTP cable.
In the 8-port network Fig. 3.2, the transmit signal an and received signal bn at port n
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are composed of both the differential-mode signal and the common-mode signal, denoted
by adn, acn,bdn and bcn, respectively. The mixed-mode signal S-parameters of the EoTP
cable is defined as follows Eq.(3.5),
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.
The mixed-mode S-parameter matrix in Eq. 3.1 can be divided into four sub-matrices,
which consists of Sdd sub-matrix for differential-mode S-parameters, Sdc sub-matrix
for common-mode to differential-mode conversion S-parameters, Scd sub-matrix for
differential-mode to common-mode conversion S-parameters and Scc sub-matrix for
common-mode S-parameters. For these sub-matrices, the diagonal elements represent
the direct signal or its echo, while all the off-diagonal elements represent the coupling
between the wires. Note that there is no reflected signal component other than the echo at
any port, otherwise errors will be included [60].
In the real cable, the spacing between the copper wires will cause considerable cou-
pling between them. Also in the cable specification, the common-mode coupling is rela-
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tively tolerated, as long as they are well balanced, i.e., the common-mode coupling signal
can be largely removed in the differential signalling output. Moreover, in an arbitrary seg-
ment of the cable the coupling from on disturbing wire into the two wires of the same
twisted pair will rarely be identical, due to the twisting nature, as shown in Fig. 2.2. Then
this unbalance in common-mode signal causes non-zero crosstalk.
In practical cabling system installations, the common-mode balance parameters, i.e.,
the transverse conversion loss (TCL) and transverse conversion transfer loss (TCTL) [9,62,
63], is usually used as a diagnosis tool to examine the channel performance of the installed
cable. Despite the difficult direct measurement of the common-mode balance parameters,
it can be derived from the relatively easily measured single-ended S-parameters of each
wire through the single-ended to mixed-mode conversion technique [60].
3.5. THE MIMO CHANNEL MODEL OF THE UNBALANCED
TRANSMISSION
With a common ground for all the wires of the EoTP cable, single-ended measurement can
be obtained by a vector network analyser (VNA). The corresponding model is expanded
from the 8-port network for differential-mode signal driven EoTP to a 16-port network
with single-ended excitation, as illustrated in Fig. 3.4.
Instead of differential signals, if the eight single-ended excitation sources are fed with
individual signal streams, the EoTP cable becomes an eight-channel communication sys-
tem in each direction. The common-mode interference will not be cancelled, while the
wires will interfere with each other via crosstalk. The signal flow diagram of such a un-
balanced EoTP transmission is demonstrated in Fig. 3.5.
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Fig. 3.4. 16-port Network Model of the EoTP Cable
Compared with each single channel in the balanced EoTP transmission, each channel
in the unbalanced transmission will incur predictably increased crosstalk and degraded in-
sertion loss. Given the same total transmit power to drive the EoTP cable, the transmit
power into each channel (each wire) of the the unbalanced transmission is reduced to half
of that of the balanced transmission. Moreover, the crosstalk in the unbalanced transmis-
sion is from seven disturber wires, rather than the three disturber pairs in the balanced
transmission. Intuitively, the two wires in the same twisted pair are twisted closely to each
other, where the coupling of such two wires (intra-pair crosstalk) is expected higher than
the coupling between the pairs (inter-pair crosstalk). With all these factors, the unbalanced
EoTP cable is considered as an interference-limited system.
If the transmit signal or/and the received signal of the multiple transceivers can be co-
ordinated, the interference or the crosstalk can be well addressed by MIMO techniques,
then the capacity of the whole system largely depends on the number of the communi-
cation channels [64, 65]. By introducing such unbalanced transmission, the EoTP cable
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Fig. 3.5. The Unbalanced Transmission in EoTP Cable
could further exploit MIMO diversity through the doubled number of channels. Many
practical and commercial MIMO applications and systems have already shown significant
performance improvement from the increased number of the channels, e.g., the multiple
antenna configuration of the wireless LAN IEEE 802.11n [66] and the LTE [67]. There-
fore with the aid of MIMO technique to reduce the impact of the crosstalk between the
wires, the increased number of channels has the potential to significantly enhance the total
capacity of the EoTP cable.
The MIMO channel model for the unbalanced transmission is similar to the balanced
transmission in Eq. (3.2), but the length of the vectors are extended to eight, also the chan-
nel matricesHDS andHUS are of the dimension of 8⇥ 8. As an example, the downstream
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MIMO channel model of the unbalanced transmission of EoTP cable is defined as follows,
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(3.6)
Both the balanced and unbalanced MIMO channel model will be characterised by a
realistic CAT7A cable simulation as given in the next section.
3.6. SIMULATION RESULT OF S-PARAMETERS
3.6.1. Simulation Software and Cable Specification
The simulation software is Computer Simulation Technology (CST) Microwave Studio,
which is an accurate 3D electromagnetic simulation and analysis tool [68]. The CST
software is running on a workstation with a quad-core Intel i5-2400 CPU at 3.1GHz, and
12 Gbit RAM. The CST software meshes the model into small mesh cells, excites the
model at predefined ports, then calculate the electro-magnetic sub-problem in each mesh
cell.
The cable specification of a one meter long CAT7A screened S/FTP cable is then
modelled in the CST software. The conductor, i.e., the wire, is 22 AWG solid copper,
with a diameter of 0.64 ± 0.008mm. The conductor is covered by a layer of FR-4 as
insulation, the thickness of which is 0.4 mm. The total diameter of the insulated wire is
1.45± 0.1mm.
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The four twisted pairs are twisted with different twisting rate, namely 65.2, 64.8, 56.2
and 51.7 turns per meter, respectively. Each pair is wrapped with a 65µm thick aluminium
foil, to provide an individual screen against the electro magnetic coupling between the
pairs.
The outer layer of the cable has a metal braiding covering the four pairs, for the pur-
pose of external interference rejection. The braiding is woven by tinned copper wire with a
diameter of 0.12 mm, which covers 40% of the cylinder outside the four pairs. For unbal-
anced transmission, all the eight wires are connected to this braid as the common ground.
In the end, there is a layer of non-conductive Low Smoke Zero Halogen (LSOH) as the
protection jacket.
Originally the cable was designed for a maximum frequency of 1200 MHz, however in
the simulation software we specify the frequency up to 1700 MHz, allowing consideration
of the frequency of 1600 MHz specified in [9]. Then the cable model was meshed into ap-
proximately 2.58 million mesh cells. The cable model and its meshing result are displayed
in Fig. 3.6. Note that the braid and jacket is configured as invisible, for the consideration
of visual clarity.
The port and wire labelling for the balanced and unbalanced transmission is the same
as shown in Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.4, respectively.
3.6.2. Insertion Loss and Return Loss Performance
The direct channel simulation result is presented in Fig.3.7, i.e., the insertion loss and the
return loss, for both balanced and unbalanced transmission of the one meter cable, also
with the 30 meter cable studied in ISO standard [9] as a reference. The S-parameters of
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Fig. 3.6. The Meshing of the Cable Model
the 30 meter reference cable is generated by the worst case scenario specified in [9]. Due
to the limitation of space, not result from all the wires and pairs are displayed here.
First of all, the simulated curves of the one meter cable are not ideally smooth, but peri-
odically rippled by slightly more than 100MHz, as observed from Fig.3.7. This is caused
by the dielectric reflection, which can also be observed in all the following simulations.
The lowest insertion loss comes from the one meter balanced transmission, while the
30 meter cable shows a much higher insertion loss, which is increasing with the frequency.
For the unbalanced transmission, the insertion loss performance is slightly higher than the
balanced transmission, only degrades for over 10 dB gap after 1400 MHz.
The return loss performance of the balanced transmission is plotted in Fig.3.8, where
we can see that the one meter cable has a similar return loss as the 30 meter cable. From
Fig.3.9, we can see that the return loss performance of the unbalanced transmission is even
lower than the balanced transmission in most of the frequency range. Note that although
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Fig. 3.7. The Insertion Loss Performance
the return loss looks like a major disturbance source, in practice the return loss can be
largely removed by very simple echo cancellation circuit, e.g., the echo cancellation is
implemented as  55dB for 10GBASE-T [8].
This part of simulation result shows that both balanced and unbalanced transmission
have better insertion loss with respect to the 30 meter cable, and satisfactory return loss.
3.6.3. Crosstalk Performance
Firstly, the FEXT channel of unbalanced transmission was investigated. The FEXT sim-
ulation result of wire 1 and wire 2 is shown in Fig.3.10. Due to the limited space, other
wires with similar results are not shown here. The two curves on the top are the intra-pair
FEXT of pair 1, i.e., between wire 1 and wire 2. Clearly, these intra-pair FEXT is higher
than other inter-pair FEXT received by wire 1 from the other wires. The reason is that, for
the unbalanced transmission, the intra-pair crosstalk is between two closely twisted wires
while the inter-pair crosstalk is reduced through two screening layers between the twisted
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Fig. 3.8. The Return Loss of Balanced Transmission
pairs. This observation confirms the prediction in the previous section, that the intra-pair
crosstalk is stronger than the inter-pair crosstalk.
In Fig.3.11, a comprehensive comparison between the intra-pair, inter-pair FEXT of
unbalanced transmission and the FEXT in balanced transmission is presented. The FEXT
is the coupling from one port to another port at opposite ends of the cable. Therefore
the FEXT signal will experience the propagation loss along the cable. The dependency
of the FEXT on the cable length can be observed from the fact that the FEXT of the 30
meter cable is significantly lower than that of the one meter cable in both balanced and
unbalanced transmission. Moreover, this indicates that the channel condition of a short
cable is not necessarily better than a longer cable, especially in the TOR scenarios.
The FEXT of the balanced transmission is lower than the the intra-pair FEXT and
higher than the inter-pair FEXT of the unbalanced transmission. Clearly the screening of
each twisted pair and the differential-mode transmission helps the balanced transmission to
reduce the FEXT level, with respect to the intra-pair FEXT of the unbalanced transmission.
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Fig. 3.9. The Return Loss of Unbalanced Transmission
Fig. 3.10. The FEXT of the Unbalanced Transmission
On the other hand, the double-sized conductor of the balanced transmission leads to higher
FEXT than the inter-pair FEXT of the unbalanced transmission. Generally speaking, for
the balanced transmission the common-mode coupling within the twisted pair is more
dominant than the coupling between the twisted pairs.
The simulation results of the NEXT are formulated similar to the FEXT simulation
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Fig. 3.11. The FEXT Performance Comparison
results, where Fig.3.12 demonstrates the the NEXT performance, while Fig.3.13 shows
a comprehensive comparison of the balanced and the unbalanced transmission. Similar
observation from the FEXT performance can be obtained from the NEXT as well. This
includes the strong intra-pair NEXT, the NEXT dependency of the cable length and the
balanced NEXT between the intra-pair and the inter-pair NEXT of the unbalanced trans-
mission.
3.6.4. The Channel Length of the EoTP Cable
The actual signal into the channels is always a series of modulated pulses, which are
generated by the DAC. The non-ideal pulse will always have resonance as signal spreading
in the physical channel, which turns the unwanted energy residual into an interference for
the subsequent signal pulses. This is also known as intersymbol interference (ISI). The
longer the signal stays in the channel, the more subsequent will be corrupted by the ISI.
The channel length can be measured in absolute time dimension, or relatively represented
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Fig. 3.12. The NEXT of the Unbalanced Transmission
by how many pulse durations, according to the signal frequency.
With the increasing frequency used in the EoTP, the interval between the signal sym-
bols is even smaller than before. The pulse duration is 2 ⇥ 10 9s for 500MHz and
6.25 ⇥ 10 10s for 1600MHz. Usually the impact of the ISI is minimised by match filter
or error correcting codes, both of which will be challenging in the implementation at such
high frequency. The problem of the ISI is addressed in OFDM transmission by a cyclic
prefix, however, this additive redundancy impacts the frequency efficiency.
Here, the signal spreading in the EoTP cable is studied as the normalised signal pulse
amplitude in the time domain. The near-end signal observations of Pair 1 of the balanced
transmission and Wire 1 of the unbalanced transmission are demonstrated in Fig.3.14 and
Fig. 3.15, f. The noticeable signal are observed in three time-windows. The first time-
window occurs at 2.5 ⇥ 10 9s, approximately, which includes the excitation signal ”i1”
with the largest amplitude, the immediate reflection signal and the NEXT to other con-
ductors. In the second time-window, the echo, i.e., the reflected excitation signal from
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Fig. 3.13. The NEXT Performance Comparison
Fig. 3.14. The Signal Spreading of Pair 1 in the Near-end
the other end of the conductor, is dominant in both figures, while the strong intra-pair
NEXT ”o2,1” of the unbalanced transmission can be clearly observed in Fig. 3.15. The
last time-window observation is composed with insignificant signals, which are attenuated
to a negligible level.
The far-end signal observations are more of interest, as they are the direct cause of
the ISI. Similarly, the far-end signal observations of Pair 1 of the balanced transmission
and Wire 1 of the unbalanced transmission are demonstrated in Fig. 3.16 and Fig. 3.17,
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Fig. 3.15. The Signal Spreading of Wire 1 in the Near-end
respectively. The far-end signal of the balanced transmission are observed in three time-
windows, while only two time-windows for the unbalanced transmission, while the signals
in the third time-window of the balanced transmission is faded to negligible level as well.
In Fig. 3.17, a very strong intra-pair FEXT curve ”o10,1” is observed as well.
Fig. 3.16. The Signal Spreading of Pair 1 in the Far-end
Apart from the FEXT to other conductors, the curve ”o5,1” in Fig. 3.16 and the curve
”o9,1” in Fig. 3.17 represent the direct channel signal, which represents the desired re-
ceived signal in the first time-window but ISI signal in the second time-window. The ISI
signal arrives approximately 1 ⇥ 10 8s after its original transmit signal, therefore it will
interfere with the received signal transmitted 1 ⇥ 10 8s later. Generally speaking, the
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Fig. 3.17. The Signal Spreading of Wire 1 in the Far-end
EoTP can be considered as an one-tap filter channel with a fixed delay, which is simpler
than most of the complicated wireless channels.
The delay of the ISI signal is 1⇥ 10 8s, which corresponds to 5 or 16 pulse durations,
for 500MHz and 1600MHz, respectively. The signal is observed for the one meter cable,
while the travel time of the signal is proportional to the length of the conductor.
Considering the 1600MHz frequency for the 40G BASE-T, each PAM signal pulse
carries a symbol, then the fifteenth symbol thereafter will be impacted by the ISI from the
current symbol in the simulated EoTP cable. For the OFDM transmission, one symbol
consists a large number of pulses. The prefix is used in OFDM symbol construction as
an ISI prevention method, where the end part of the symbol is repeated and padded as the
header of the symbol. As the guard interval, the length of the prefix should be no shorter
than the channel length, which is sixteen pulses here. The prefix will be further discussed
in the next section.
Moreover, the amplitude of the near-end signals are similar for both balanced and
unbalanced transmission. However, when comparing the signal amplitude of the direct
channel received signal and the ISI signal, the amplitude is reduced from over 0.4 to lower
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than 0.05 for the unbalanced transmission, and from over 0.6 to about 0.1 for the balanced
transmission. This indicates that the ISI interference causes less signal degradation per
channel in the unbalanced transmission.
3.7. SUMMARY
In this chapter, the channel model of the EoTP cable was revisited from a multi-user com-
munication point of view. Firstly a full-duplex MIMO channel model for EoTP cable was
developed. Then the EoTP cable was studied from a mixed-mode signal analysis point
of view, by observing the single-ended excitation S-parameters. Furthermore, the unbal-
anced transmission over the EoTP cable was proposed, where the metallic shield was used
as the common ground for the eight wires, so as to increase the number of channels in the
MIMO channel model. A one meter long CAT7A cable was modelled in CST Microwave
Studio and simulated for both balanced and unbalanced transmission. Also, a 30 meter
long CAT7A cable based of the ISO standard specification was used as a reference for
comparison. From the simulation result, the one meter long CAT7A cable showed better
insertion loss and stronger crosstalk in both balanced and unbalanced transmission, with
respect to the 30 meter long cable, also the resulting capacity is to be examined in the next
chapter. The channel length was studied as well, that the impact of the ISI in EoTP cable
was generally less than in the wireless channels.
The channel models studied and simulated in this chapter will be evaluated for their
theoretical capacity in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
The EoTP Capacity with Alternative
Transmission Techniques
A good decision is based on knowledge and not on numbers. - Plato
4.1. INTRODUCTION
From the observation of the simulation result in the last chapter, the insertion loss and the
crosstalk level increases rapidly with increasing frequency, even for short cables. For such
a frequency selective channel condition, the SINR in the GHz frequency range could be
unsatisfactory for higher order PAM modulations. Hence alternative transmission tech-
niques are considered here, which aim to improve the frequency efficient of the given
channel condition.
The period of the EoTP development is also a golden age for computer science, elec-
tronic and communication technology, while new communication theory concepts and new
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transmission techniques have also been developed for broadband data communications,
e.g., OFDM modulation [11, 42, 43, 69] and MIMO techniques [64, 65, 70–72]. These
technology advances are enabling the convenient and reliable information technology in-
frastructure of the world. The most seen bottlenecks in the communication channels are the
frequency selectivity problem and the crosstalk or the inter-channel interference problem.
Particularly, the multi-carrier OFDM modulation and the MIMO based multi-user signal
coordination technique have shown significant performance boost in many high speed data
communication system.
For instance, OFDM has been applied in xDSL networks [5, 13, 73], in PLC net-
works [35, 36], in wireless LAN [66], and in ”Digital Video Broadcasting - Terrestrial
(DVB-T) [74] and Digital audio broadcasting (DAB) systems [75]. Recently,OFDM
has been discussed and considered as the modulation method for the next generation
100G/200G/400G long reach Ethernet over optical fibre [76, 77], which commits to
realise ultra high speed data transmission over frequency selective optical channels.
Furthermore, MIMO and OFDM together are considered as a very important tool to
transmit very high speed data under very complex channel conditions, e.g., both the latest
wireless LAN IEEE 802.11n [66] and the the fourth generation mobile communication, the
Long Term Evolution (LTE) standard [67] use more than one antennas on each terminal
with OFDM transmission.
In the previous chapter, new channel models of the EoTP cable were proposed, which
are used here as the foundation to accommodate the alternative transmission techniques.
This chapter examines the theoretical capacity of the EoTP cable by applying alterna-
tive transmission techniques, i.e., the multi-carrier OFDM modulation, and the MIMO
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crosstalk cancellation effectiveness, to the new channel models.
Unlike theoretical studies, the design of any practical communication system,or even
every engineering problem, is always a trade-off between performance and resources, or in
other words, how to efficiently utilise the given resource, under realistic restrictions. The
channel condition defines the theoretical capacity of the system by the Shannon formula,
which should not be exceeded in the system design. The actually realised performance
depends on a variety of implementation factors, such as transmit power, modulation con-
figuration, external noise, etc. The specified operating performance is always lower than
the theoretical capacity of the communication system, so as to ensure the realised per-
formance is guaranteed with a margin. Therefore, the theoretical capacity of the system
serves as an important guide for the system design.
In this chapter, the theoretical capacity over the simulated CAT7A cable channels is ex-
amined from different perspectives, i.e., balanced/unbalanced transmission mode, single-
carrier/multi-carrier modulation and the benefit resulting MIMO implementation, and the
transmit power. As the final part of the study, the comparison of diversities is discussed,
so as to evaluate the potential of the EoTP cable.
The simulation result from the previous section provides three EoTP channel models
to investigate in this section, which are:
• Balanced Cable Model is the channel data from the simulated one meter CAT7A
cable in balanced transmission mode, which consists of four parallel channels.
• Unbalanced Cable Model is the channel data from the simulated one meter CAT7A
cable in unbalanced transmission mode, which consists of eight parallel channels.
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• Reference Cable Model is the channel data from the simulated 30 meters CAT7A
cable based on the ISO document [9], which consists of four parallel channels.
The performance comparison of single-carrier modulation and OFDMmodulation over
the EoTP cable is presented in Sec. 4.2. Then MIMO crosstalk cancellation effectiveness
is discussed in Sec. 4.3. The impact of transmit power on the theoretical capacity is
demonstrated in Sec. 4.4.
4.2. SINGLE-CARRIER VS MULTIPLE-CARRIER MODULATION
Nowadays, the frequency range used in communication systems is much wider than be-
fore, where channel frequency selectivity is commonly seen in these systems. Single-
carrier PAM modulation has been used in the EoTP transmission with a long history,
while other emerging wireline/wireless communication systems are adopting multi-carrier
modulation, especially OFDM modulation. In many practical high speed communication
systems, OFDM has shown considerable improvement in frequency efficiency.
In this section, the theoretical capacity of the EoTP cable single-carrier (SC) modula-
tion and multi-carrier modulation is evaluated. The channel coding is not considered in
this study, because the channel coding gain strongly depends on the code design, which
may vary significantly with the implementation detail. For both modulation schemes,
some common configuration parameters from 10G BASE-T standard are used as a guid-
ance to evaluate the 40G BASE-T standard [9], and these parameters are used here: the
transmit power of 3dBm, the external noise level of  150dBm/Hz, the return loss can-
cellation CEcho of 55dB, the NEXT cancellation CNEXT of 28dB and the FEXT cancel-
lation CFEXT of 14dB. The transmit power is assumed to be equally distributed to all the
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channels.
The SC capacity is calculated as the information theory bound at a particular frequency,
which is defined by the Shannon Theory [41], then multiplied by this frequency. The
information theory bound B, in the unit of bit, is defined as follows,
B = log2(1 + SINR), (4.1)
where the SINR is the signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio. The received signal is the
transmit signal degraded by the insertion loss, while the interference includes the return
loss, the NEXT and the FEXT. As a study of the theoretical capacity, the information
bound is computed as a continuous value, not rounded down to the nearest integer, which
is usually required for the practical implementation.
OFDM modulation divides the whole frequency band into a number of sub-carriers,
which are considered as flat narrow-band. The sub-carrier with large insertion or/and
strong crosstalk can carry less information, while the remaining sub-carrier can still pro-
vide good channel condition and SINR, in this way the impact of the frequency selectivity
is reduced. The parallel information streams from the sub-carriers are assembled into
serial OFDM symbols, with the help of the Fast-Fourier-Transform (FFT). The in-depth
introduction of the OFDM modulation has been presented in various paper [11, 43, 69],
therefore omitted here. The capacity of the OFDM modulated EoTP channel is calculated
as the sum of the information theory bound at each sub-carrier, each of which is computed
by Eq. 2.3, then multiplied by the symbol rate. The input signal from each sub-carrier
into the FFT is already integral, thus not only the continuous capacity, also the discrete
capacity is calculated for the OFDM modulation.
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One critical configuration parameter in the OFDM modulation is the sub-carrier width
and the corresponding number of sub-carriers. In order to achieve the frequency flatness
in the sub-carrier, the sub-carrier width should be sufficiently small. If a small width of
the sub-carrier leads to a large number of the sub-carriers, which further causes implemen-
tation difficulty. For the VDSL2 networks, the total frequency is 0.138   30MHz, and
the sub-carrier width is 4.3125kHz, giving over 3000 sub-carriers depends on the profile.
The DOCSIS 3.1 standard has a maximum frequency of 1218MHz, and the sub-carrier
width is 25/50kHz, giving 7600/3800 sub-carriers. Comparing the frequency selectivity
of the EoTP observed in the channel simulation and the VDSL2 channel in [73] and the
DOCSIS channel in [33], the insertion loss fluctuation over the frequency of the EoTP
cable is not so severe, therefore the sub-carrier width of the EoTP OFDM modulation is
relaxed to 200kHz, while the total number of the sub-carriers is 8000. This also defines the
length of the OFDM symbol to be 8000 OFDM samples (pulses). Then the EoTP OFDM
modulation can be implemented though a 8192 point FFT. The DOCSIS 3.1 standard has
specified a similar number of 7600/3800 sub-carriers, therefore such sized FFT will be
commercialised with an affordable hardware solution. The 3dB transmit power will be
equally distributed to the 8000 sub-carriers of each channel, this leads to  95dBm/Hz
and  98dBm/Hz power spectral density (PSD) for the balanced and unbalanced trans-
mission, respectively.
For instance, the single-carrier capacity of reference cable without crosstalk cancella-
tion and the OFDM capacity (in bit/s) of unbalanced cable with crosstalk cancellation is
calculated as below Eq. (4.2) and Eq. (4.3), respectively:
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Table 4.1. The Theoretical Capacity of the EoTP Channel Models
No Crosstalk Cancellation With Crosstalk Cancellation
SC OFDM (Continuous) SC OFDM (Continuous) OFDM (Discrete)
Unbalanced Cable DS 10.903 25.451 37.805 76.299 69.830
Unbalanced Cable US 10.600 24.528 37.630 76.265 69.762
Balanced Cable DS 32.150 44.341 64.760 77.330 74.200
Balanced Cable US 34.6838 45.552 65.061 77.652 74.267
Reference Cable 27.8759 49.845 47.696 74.574 71.385
CapacitySC =
4X
Channel=1
f ⇥ log2
✓
1 +
Pinsertion lossP
other channels(Pcrosstalk) + Preturn loss
◆
, (4.2)
CapacityOFDM =
8X
Channel=1
fs ⇥
X
All sub-carriers
log2✓
1 +
Pinsertion lossP
other channels(Pcrosstalk   CFEXT/CNEXT ) + Preturn loss   CEcho
◆
, (4.3)
where Pinsertion loss denotes total transmit power for SCmodulation and per sub-carrier trans-
mit power for OFDM modulation, respectively. Pcrosstalk and Preturn loss denote the crosstalk
signal power level and the return loss power level, respectively.
The theoretical capacity of the three channel models with the SC and OFDM modula-
tion described above is presented in Table 4.1, the unit is Gbit/s. The theoretical capacity
with only return loss cancellation but no NEXT or FEXT cancellation is also included.
The Reference cable model is symmetric for DS and US, thus only one result listed here.
First of all, the OFDM modulation has considerably outperformed the SC modulation
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in all the scenario listed in Table 4.1. Applying no crosstalk cancellation, the three channel
models fail to reach the capacity of 40Gbit/s with the SC modulation, while the OFDM
modulation helps the balanced channel model and the reference cable model to achieve a
capacity over 40Gbit/s, that enhances the capacity of the unbalanced channel model by a
factor of 2.5. The robustness of the OFDM modulation under severe channel condition is
well demonstrated here.
From Fig. 3.7, the balanced channel model shows a relatively flat insertion loss, where
the reference cable models has a fast descending slope over the frequency. In Fig. 3.11
and Fig. 3.13, both channel models have similar FEXT and NEXT curves with a nearly
constant gap. Therefore the capacity of the SC reference cable model is more influenced
by the frequency selectivity of the insertion loss. When this frequency selectivity is helped
by the OFDM modulation, the capacity of the reference cable model is more enhanced, as
the balanced channel model suffers more crosstalk than the reference cable model.
When the channel condition is aided by the crosstalk cancellation, the SC capacity
of the balanced channel model and the unbalanced cable model is hugely increased, over
260% for the unbalanced channel model, over 90% for the balanced channel model and
over 70% for the reference cable model. Again the significance of the crosstalk impact to
the short cable is demonstrated here. Also, the OFDM modulation further improves the
capacity, so as to help the three channel models to reach a similar capacity.
Discussed in the previous section, the cyclic prefix of the OFDM modulation will be
a redundant part of the transmit signal as a prevention of the ISI, where considered as
performance loss in the capacity. For the 30 meter cable, the cyclic prefix needs to be at
least 30 ⇥ 16 = 480 OFDM samples, so as to remove the impact of ISI. This means that
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the OFDM modulation will lose about 4808000+480 ' 6% of the capacity. This is still lower
than the typical cyclic prefix of 10% or even 15% in the wireless communication systems.
With this much capacity loss, the theoretical capacity of the OFDM modulation is still
better than that of the SC modulation.
Then the key observation from Table 4.1 is the enhanced theoretical capacity of the
OFDM modulation, with respect to the current SC modulation.
Not only, is it worth considering other benefits of the OFDM modulation. For exam-
ple, one attractive advantage of the OFDM modulation is to allow convenient frequency-
domain channel equalisation, while the time domain channel equalisation of the SC mod-
ulation schemes leads to very high computational complexity.
The main issues of the OFDM modulation, e.g., the doppler shift sensitivity, the fre-
quency synchronisation and the peak-to-average-power ratio (PAPR) problem, have more
impact for the wireless/mobile communications system, while these issues are relatively
easier to address in the wireline communication with time-invariant channel and relaxed
transceiver design restrictions.
The unbalanced channel models have not shown particularly desirable theoretical ca-
pacity, due to the increased crosstalk from the increased crosstalk sources. The potential
of the extra channels of the unbalanced channel model and the crosstalk cancellation is
discussed in the following part as an enhancement to the effectiveness of the MIMO im-
plementation.
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4.3. THE CROSSTALK CANCELLATION THROUGHMIMO
As one of the revolutionary concepts invented in the field of the communication theory,
the multiple-inpu-multiple-output (MIMO) technique has been rapidly applied to many
state-of-the-art communication system, so as to boost the capacity of the systems. There
has been some early research work on incorporating the MIMO technique into the EoTP
system [78,79]. Due to the immaturity of the MIMO itself and the underdeveloped MIMO
implementation solution at that stage, the current EoTP standards have not yet introduced
MIMO technique into practice.
The natural advantages of the EoTP system to adoptMIMO include the same transceiver
chip to handle all the channels at each end of the transmission, the relatively time-invariant
channel (compared with wireless channels) to provide reliable channel state information.
The full-duplex MIMO channel model for the balanced and the unbalanced channel
models have been introduced in Sec. 3.3 and Sec. 3.5. Not only with the current SC
modulation, MIMO technique can also be applied with the OFDM modulation [80].
The goal of adopting MIMO is to multiply the capacity of the EoTP cable. Ideally, the
theoretical capacity of the MIMO system can be achieved by performing singular value
decomposition (SVD) precoding at both the transmitter and the receiver [81], also allo-
cating the transmit power in a water-filling fashion [41]. This is also equivalent to an
interference-free transmission.
The practical expectation from MIMO is to mitigate the interference within the ca-
ble, i.e. the return loss, the NEXT and the FEXT. In the 10G BASE-T standard [8],
a set of parameters are specified for the cancellation, which are the return loss cancel-
lation CR = 55dB, the NEXT cancellation CN = 28dB and the FEXT cancellation
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CF = 14dB. Generally speaking, the return loss and the NEXT cancellation can be
realised with analogue circuit with considerable performance, plus the digital signal pro-
cessing to achieve higher performance. The FEXT cancellation mostly depends on digital
signal processing. A few candidate techniques are available for FEXT cancellation, which
are linear/non-linear precoding at the transmitter, decision feedback equaliser (DFE), min-
imum mean-square error (MMSE) detection at the receiver.
To design a specific MIMO implementation for the EoTP channel models with desir-
able performance will be another complete piece of research work, which involves algo-
rithm selection, parameter definition and tuning, etc. Therefore the study here focuses on
the potential of the EoTP channel models with benefit from a virtual MIMO implemen-
tation. In other words, the area of interest of this study is to investigate the theoretical
capacity enhancement of the MIMO efficiency, where the MIMO is interpreted as the
crosstalk cancellation performance. By investigating the relationship between the poten-
tial capacity and the crosstalk cancellation performance, a guideline for the design of the
MIMO implementation can be obtained.
The two types of the crosstalk, namely the near-end crosstalk NEXT and the far-end
crosstalk FEXT, result in capacity loss with the unequal levels. In Fig. 4.1, the FEXT
cancellation is considered as a constant CF = 14, as specified in 10G BASE-T [8]. Then
the OFDM theoretical capacity is plotted as a function of the NEXT cancellation, between
0dB and 100dB, where the theoretical capacity is calculated with CN of 1dB step. At
the beginning, the three channel models start with slightly different theoretical capaci-
ties, which increases rapidly with the NEXT cancellation. After the NEXT cancellation
reaching about 35dB, the theoretical capacity is stabilised with little improvement.
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Fig. 4.1. The OFDM Theoretical Capacity Versus the NEXT Cancellation
As specified in 10G BASE-T [8], the NEXT cancellation is considered as a constant
CN = 28. In Fig. 4.2, the OFDM theoretical capacity is plotted as a function of the
FEXT cancellation, between 0dB and 100dB, where the theoretical capacity is calculated
with CF of 1dB step. Here the behaviour of the FEXT cancellation is not the same as the
NEXT cancellation. The reference cable models starts with acceptable theoretical capac-
ity, which shows limited improvement with increased NEXT cancellation. The other two
channel models have relatively low capacity at first, where the capacity is significantly im-
proved with NEXT cancellation. The unbalanced channel models shows dramatic capacity
boost with more FEXT cancellation, also reaches over 160Gbits/s. The stable level are
approached at 40dB for the balanced channel model and 50dB for the unbalanced channel
model.
From Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2, a ”ceiling” of the OFDM theoretical capacity is observed,
when keeping one of the FEXT or the NEXT cancellation as per the 10G BASE-T stan-
dard, and increasing the other one. With the current 28dB NEXT cancellation, a large
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Fig. 4.2. The OFDM Theoretical Capacity Versus the FEXT Cancellation
proportion of the NEXT cancellation improvement can be obtained for both three channel
models. The FEXT shows a mild impact on the reference channel model, the unbalanced
and the balanced channel model are very beneficial from the FEXT cancellation. The
theoretical capacity of the SC modulation is more degraded by the crosstalk, where the
effectiveness of the crosstalk cancellation should be similar, therefore the discussion on
the SC modulation is omitted in this part.
Taking another view on this problem, assuming either the FEXT or the NEXT was
mostly removed, the relation between theoretical capacity and the residual of the other
crosstalk also shows the potential of the channel models with the crosstalk cancellation.
In Fig. 4.3, the FEXT cancellation is set to 50dB as a FEXT-free scenario, at which the
capacity reaches the ceiling in Fig. 4.2, then the theoretical capacity is plotted for both
OFDM and SC modulations with the NEXT cancellation as variable. Considering the
clarity of the graph, only the DS data is plotted. The OFDM modulation again outper-
forms the SC modulation for all three channel models. The reference cable model has
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the least impact from the FEXT, also similar maximum capacity with only 14dB FEXT
cancellation in Fig. 4.2. The balanced channel models shows over 100Gbit/s capacity for
both OFDM and SC modulations, where the gap between the two modulation options is
smaller than the other two models. The unbalanced channel models shows great potential
and sensitivity against the FEXT. With the standard specified 28dB NEXT cancellation, a
good FEXT cancellation can boost the capacity to roughly 120Gbit/s and 160Gbit/s for
the SC modulation and the OFDMmodulation, respectively. When both FEXT and NEXT
largely removed, the unbalanced channel model can ultimately reach a theoretical capacity
of almost 200Gbit/s with OFDM modulation.
Fig. 4.3. The FEXT-free Theoretical Capacity Versus the NEXT Cancellation
Similarly, in Fig. 4.4, the NEXT cancellation is set to 40dB, while the FEXT can-
cellation is the variable. The observation is basically identical to that of Fig. 4.3 for the
balanced channel model and the reference cable model. However, with the standard spec-
ified 14dB of FEXT cancellation, the achieved capacity of the three models is lower than
that of Fig. 4.3. For the unbalanced channel model, although the the theoretical capacity
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reach the same level as in Fig. 4.3 in the end, the growth speed is much slower with the
increasing NEXT cancellation.
Fig. 4.4. The NEXT-free Theoretical Capacity Versus the FEXT Cancellation
4.4. THE IMPACT OF THE TRANSMIT POWER
From the Shannon formula, Eq. (4.1), for a given channel, the capacity is a non-decreasing
function of the transmit power. Also, due to the nonlinearity of the logarithm function, the
growth of the channel capacity gradually starts with a slope and eventually stops at the
maximum channel capacity, with respective to the transmit power.
In a realistic communication system, there are various factors to restrict the transmit
power into the channel. For instance, the power supply, battery life, the front-end am-
plifier and electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) requirement. In the system design, the
transmit power is thus usually a trade-off between the low transmit power and the desired
performance metric.
In order to determine the optimal transmit power range for the EoTP transmission, the
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relation between the transmit power and capacity is investigated in this section. The exper-
iment setting is identical to the specification of 10G BASE-T, i.e., the external noise level
of  150dBm/Hz, the return loss cancellation of 55dB, the NEXT cancellation of 28dB
and the FEXT cancellation of 14dB. The three channel models as in the previous sections
are investigated here. Without losing generality, only OFDM modulation is considered.
The transmit power ranges from  20dB to 30dB, then the corresponding theoretical ca-
pacity is demonstrated in Fig. 4.5.
Fig. 4.5. The EoTP Theoretical Capacity Versus the Transmit Power
In Fig. 4.5, the stable transmit power level for the three channel models are approxi-
mately 0dBm for the unbalanced channel model, 5dBm for the balanced channel model
and 15dBm for the reference channel model. They approach most of their maximum ca-
pacity at least 5dB below the stable transmit power level. With a 3   5dBm transmit
power, all three channel models have satisfactory capacity of over 70Gbit/s. Hence this
3   5dBm is suggested as the transmit power upper bound for the EoTP transmission, or
could be even lower for the short distance transmission.
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The reference channel model (the 30 meter cable) is observed to be more sensitive to
the transmit power, compared with both channel models of the short cable. The reason is
that the insertion loss of the reference channel model is much higher than the other two
channel models, also the resulting SINR falls mostly in the slope region of the logarithm.
From the conclusion of the previous sections, the theoretical capacity of the balanced
and unbalanced channel model is more limited by crosstalk, especially the unbalanced
channel model. Therefore the unbalanced channel model shows the best capacity with
low transmit power, while the other two gradually takes over. In the end, the reference
channel model slightly outperform the other two with less crosstalk and relatively stronger
desired signal by increased transmit power. In future short distance EoTP, e.g., within a
few meters, as may be expected in data centres, the transmit power should be considered
to reduce from the 3dBm of the 10G BASE-T standard.
4.5. SUMMARY
Throughout the study of the theoretical capacity in this section, the following key obser-
vations are obtained:
1. OFDM modulation outperforms the current SC modulation in terms of the theo-
retical capacity of the channel models, especially the frequency selectivity of the
reference cable model is well managed.
2. The channel improvement from the MIMO implementation results in a significant
boost to the theoretical capacity, such that the EoTP cable could reach a theoretical
capacity of almost 200Gbit/s. With such a theoretical capacity, a future short reach
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EoTP transmission of 100Gbit/s might be expected.
3. The balanced and unbalanced channel models, i.e., the short cable model, are
crosstalk-limited. If the crosstalk is not properly handled, the performance of the
short cable is not necessarily better than the 30 meter cable.
4. The unbalanced channel model shows great potential, together with OFDM modu-
lation and MIMO, it reaches the highest theoretical capacity in the study. Its main
bottleneck is the FEXT.
5. The reference channel model is more sensitive to the transmit power, because of the
relatively higher insertion loss than the other two channel models.
6. Due to the high crosstalk level and the relatively low insertion loss, the transmit
power for future short distance EoTP transmission should be considered to be re-
duced from the 3dBm of the 10G BASE-T standard.
With these key observations, the potential of the balanced and unbalanced chan-
nel models are thoroughly studied with different perspectives. The single carrier PAM
modulation and multi-carrier OFDM modulation are compared, where OFDM shows
considerable capacity enhancement under the EoTP cable frequency-selective channel.
The Effectiveness of MIMO crosstalk cancellation is evaluated as well. The crosstalk
limited balanced and unbalanced channel models are more beneficial than the reference
channel model, moreover, the theoretical capacity can be significantly improved towards
200Gbit/s. The impact of the transmit power is examined, that for the short distance
EoTP transmission the transmit power can be reduced.
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Chapter 5
Phantom Mode Transmission
5.1. INTRODUCTION
The number of physical channels over EoTP cable has been extended from 4 to 8 by
adopting unbalanced transmission. Thanks to the multi-conductor line nature of the EoTP
cable, not only physical channesl can be created, but also virtual channels can be created
through phantom mode transmission.
In a transmission line system with multiple balanced lines, the phantom mode trans-
mission transmits the (phantom) balanced signal over a pair of balanced lines. Such ex-
citation circuit is defined as phantom circuit. Combinatorially, a system with n balanced
lines can construct up to 2n 1 channels. Since the phantom signal fed into each balanced
line is identical to the two conductors, the balanced transmission within each balanced line
is preserved.
The concept of the phantom mode transmission was invented and applied in the early
age of telecommunication, however it soon dropped out of usage due to the high crosstalk
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and severe performance degraded by the impedance mismatch. Phantom mode trans-
mission is currently used as DC power supply method for professional condenser micro-
phone [82].
Recently, phantommode transmission has found new application in the area of VDSL2
networks, in [83–86]. This application takes the advantage of multiple telephone cables to
the same VDSL2 user. For instance, if two pairs of telephone cables (quad cable) serve the
same household, the two pairs can provide two parallel channel and one phantom channel.
This could also be extended to more than two cables, depends on the available cable con-
figuration. The technical novelty behind the phantommode transmission re-adoption is the
extra impedance compensation circuit [87], with DSP based crosstalk cancellation (vec-
tored VDSL2). The trade-off is that the phantom mode gain exceeds the negative impact
of the increased crosstalk. As a result, a considerable data rate performance improvement
has been demonstrated in the VDSL2 networks by Huawei and Alcatel-Lucent [88, 89].
In this chapter, the phantom mode transmission over EoTP cable is discussed. For
simplicity, no impedance matching compensation circuit is considered. Only one level
phantom mode is studied, where the twisted pairs are used just for one phantom channel,
which results in two extra phantom channels. The insertion loss and the crosstalk im-
pact of the phantom channels are examined through the similar CST cable modelling and
simulation in the previous chapters.
The concept and design of the phantom mode transmission over EoTP cable is intro-
duced in Sec.5.2. The channel models simulation result and the corresponding theoretical
capacity are presented in Sec.5.3.
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5.2. PHANTOMMODE TRANSMISSION OVER EOTP CABLE
The EoTP cable is constructed with four twisted pairs as four balanced lines, forming
four parallel channels. With the co-located transceiver of the four twisted pairs, the phan-
tom mode transmission can be conveniently implemented by simply feeding the phantom
signal. Aiming at investigating the potential of the phantom mode transmission over the
existing EoTP infrastructure, extra transceiver component circuit or hardware structure
modification is not considered here. Hence there is no impedance matching circuit, also
phantom signal excitation source is directly attached to the twisted pairs.
When each two twisted pairs are used as one conductor, three phantom channels can
be generated. If all the three phantom channels are configured, each twisted pair will be
excited by the original balanced signal and two phantom signals, coupled with two phan-
tom channels. For better understanding the interaction between the phantom channels and
the original balanced channels, only two orthogonal phantom channels are configured. In
this way, the signal over each twisted pair will be its own balanced signal and one phantom
signal. The circuit diagram of the phantom circuit on the EoTP cable is demonstrated in
Fig. 5.1.
The twisted pairs of the EoTP cable have different twisting rates, therefore the
impedance and other EMC parameters of the twisted pairs are not identical to each other.
This also results in variation of insertion loss and crosstalk between the twisted pairs, as
seen in the simulation result in Sec. 3.6. Hence, the phantom channels of the EoTP cable
are operated over flawed balanced lines.
In principle, each single twisted pair is designed to be a balanced line. However, due to
manufacturing imperfection and other practical restrains, the two conductors of the twisted
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Phantom Channel
Phantom Channel
Fig. 5.1. The Circuit Diagram of the Phantom Mode Transmission Over EoTP Cable
pair can not be ideally balanced, therefore there is always an impedance mismatch between
them. The imbalance between the two conductor is further altered by the phantom circuit,
intuitively, not improved. Moreover, the impact of the phantom circuit is also increased
by the very closed coupling distance, due to the compact size of the EoTP cable. The
resulting crosstalk performance is of research interest here, which is investigated through
simulation in the next section.
With these two phantom channels, there are two phantom ports at each end of the EoTP
cable, defined as in Fig. 5.2. On the top of the existing crosstalk between the balanced
channels, the phantom channel to balanced channel and the phantom channel to phantom
channel crosstalk are introduced. Note that, these newly introduced phantom crosstalk is
not linearly added to the existing balanced transmission, as the phantom circuit may alter
the coupling between the balanced channels as well.
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Fig. 5.2. The Crosstalk of the Phantom Mode Transmission Over EoTP Cable
The phantom mode transmission over EoTP cable forms a 6⇥ 6MIMO system, which
can be characterised by extending the channel model of the balanced transmission Eq.
(3.1) and Eq. (3.3). The channel performance and the theoretical capacity of the phantom
mode transmission will be studied in the next section.
5.3. SIMULATION RESULT
5.3.1. Insertion Loss and Return Loss Performance
The simulation method and cable specification of the phantom mode transmission channel
is similar to the simulation in Sec. 3.6.1, where two phantom ports are added to each end
of the one meter CAT7A cable. The impedance of the phantom port is 50!, while the
impedance of the balanced port is 100!.
Note that the port in the software modelling is a virtual element without occupying any
space, which is connected to the circuit by wires without occupying any space. Therefore
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the attaching tip of the wire to the circuit may cause further imperfection, depending on
the chosen point on the circuit.
The downstream and upstream insertion loss of the phantom mode transmission over
EoTP cable is illustrated in Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4, respectively. The port 5, 6, 11, 12
are phantom ports, as defined in Fig. 5.2, then the corresponding S-parameters are the
insertion loss of the phantom channels, where the rest are the insertion loss of the balanced
channels.
Fig. 5.3. The Downstream Insertion Loss of the Phantom Mode Transmission Over EoTP
Cable
Compared with the balanced or unbalanced transmission over the same cable, the in-
sertion loss is significantly degraded for all the channels in phantom mode. Intuitively,
the desired signal will be severely attenuated and a very poor data rate is to be expected.
Another distinct observation is that the insertion loss of the low frequency is worse than
that of the high frequency. These facts are caused by the hugely changed circuit structure
of the EoTP cable.
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Fig. 5.4. The Upstream Insertion Loss of the Phantom Mode Transmission Over EoTP
Cable
The phantom channels have shown lower insertion loss than most of the balanced
channels, which means that the imbalance of the twisted pairs are further enlarged by the
phantom circuit.
The return loss of the phantom mode transmission over EoTP cable is presented in Fig.
5.5. The return loss of all the channels are close to 0dB, which means most of the transmit
power is reflected back at the excitation source. This indicates a very severe impedance
mismatch. The return loss unacceptably exceeds the CAT7A specification, defined in [3],
which will generate enormous interference to the signal transmission.
5.3.2. Crosstalk Performance
The S-parameter of the balanced port 1 and 2 is demonstrated in Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.7,
respectively. Under the impact of phantom circuit configuration, the insertion loss is at
very similar level as the crosstalk, the crosstalk interference will hence be more damaging
than the balanced and unbalanced transmission.
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Fig. 5.5. The Return Loss of the Phantom Mode Transmission Over EoTP Cable
The two ports have a common observation that the crosstalk channel, for both NEXT
and FEXT, within the phantom circuit coupled ports, i.e., the port 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, are
stronger than that of the other ports which are not coupled by the phantom circuit. The dif-
ference between these two groups is roughly 20dB. So similar to the inter-pair and intra-
pair crosstalk phenomenon in the unbalanced transmission, there is an inter-phantom and
intra-phantom phenomenon in the phantom mode transmission.on the impedance match
of the intra-phantom circuits.
If the twisted pair is used in more than one phantom channel, the crosstalk coupling
will be obviously increased, as more of the relatively strong intra-phantom crosstalk will
be introduced. Also, the design of the impedance matching compensation circuit should
focus on the intra-phantom impedance matching.
in Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.9, the S-parameter of the phantom port 5 and 6 is displayed, re-
spectively. Like the balanced ports, the insertion loss curves of the phantom ports are
blended in the crosstalk curves. The difference between the inter-phantom and intra-
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Fig. 5.6. The Port 1 S-parameter of the Phantom Mode Transmission Over EoTP Cable
phantom crosstalk is observed as well.
Generally speaking, the channel characteristics of the phantom channel and the bal-
anced channel are similar, due to the strong intra-phantom coupling.
The other ports have similar results, therefore omitted here.
5.3.3. The Theoretical Capacity
The channel S-parameter obtained from the simulation is used to construct the numerical
MIMO channel for the phantom mode transmission. As a fair comparison, the theoretical
capacity is evaluated using the same specification as the 10G BASE-T, which include the
external noise level of  150dBm/Hz, the return loss cancellation of 55dB, the NEXT
cancellation of 28dB, the FEXT cancellation of 14dB and the transmit power of 3dBm
for the six channels on each side.
With these parameters, the theoretical capacity is calculate with the same method
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Fig. 5.7. The Port 2 S-parameter of the Phantom Mode Transmission Over EoTP Cable
as in [9], where all balanced channels and phantom channels are used in each direc-
tion. The resulting theoretical capacity for the downstream and upstream transmission
is 15.7332Gbit/s and 15.3359Gbit/s, respectively. Under balanced transmission, the the-
oretical capacity of the 30 meter long CAT7A cable can is 85Gbit/s. On the opposite of
the expectation of improved performance, the capacity of the phantom mode transmission
is far from satisfactory.
This capacity is a reflection of the severely degraded insertion loss and the elevated
return loss and crosstalk level. Not only do the extra phantom channels not provide extra
capacity increase, but the balanced channels of each single twisted pair is also damaged.
Clearly, the impedance mismatch introduced by the phantom circuit is the main cause of
this performance collapse.
The impedance match issue is also the main technical concern of the VDSL2 phan-
tom mode transmission [83, 87]. Hence the potential of the phantom mode transmission
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Fig. 5.8. The Port 5 S-parameter of the Phantom Mode Transmission Over EoTP Cable
over EoTP cable, as the virtual channel diversity to exploit, should be properly investi-
gated if the impedance match is addressed. Moreover, this will require further structure
modification on the existing hardware, which can be an interesting research topic for the
future.
The conclusion in the part of research is that due to the impedance mismatch problem,
the direct attached phantom circuit to the EoTP cable cannot improve the capacity through
the created phantom channels. Furthermore, it can even severely degrade the balanced
transmission channels of the twisted pairs.
5.4. SUMMARY
In this chapter, the phantom mode transmission over EoTP cable was studied. To avoid
hardware modification, direct attached phantom circuit was proposed, which forms two
phantom channels. Each twisted pair was only used by one phantom circuit, thus the
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Fig. 5.9. The Port 6 S-parameter of the Phantom Mode Transmission Over EoTP Cable
phantom channel were orthogonal to each other. With the new phantom channels, the
EoTP MIMO channel was extended to a dimension of 6 ⇥ 6. However, the channel sim-
ulation showed severely degraded insertion loss and the elevated return loss and crosstalk
level, due to the impedance mismatch introduced by the phantom circuit. The resulting
capacity was hugely decreased, opposite to the expectation of improved performance. The
impedance match could be a critical issue for the performance of the phantom mode trans-
mission.
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Chapter 6
Smoothed Scheduling Algorithms in
VDSL2 Networks
The course of true love never did run smooth. - William Shakespeare 1 2
6.1. INTRODUCTION
Digital subscriber line (DSL) is the predominant wireline broadband access technology,
which is also widely deployed over the existing twisted pair cable based telephone net-
work infrastructure [12, 13]. The performance of DSL networks is, however, severely
degraded by crosstalk, i.e., the electromagnetic coupling between copper lines in the same
cable binder. The presence of crosstalk couples the data transmission of the individual
DSL lines, thus transforms the DSL access network into a challenging interfering multi-
1Part of work in this Chapter was developed in KULeuven, under the supervision of Professor Marc
Moonen.
2For the full content of this chapter, please contact the author.
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user transmission environment. By coordinating the allocation of physical layer resources
to the interfering DSL lines, i.e., DSL modems or users, the impact of crosstalk can be
mitigated and the users data rate performance can be spectacularly increased [90, 91].
More specifically, dynamic spectrum management (DSM) techniques have been devel-
oped to mitigate the crosstalk problem through spectrum coordination [14–16, 40, 92, 93],
or through signal coordination [5, 17, 18, 94]. Recent application of these techniques in
practical prototypes has demonstrated a huge potential, enabling data rates of up to 300
Megabits per second over just two DSL copper pairs [5]. Spectrum coordination, also
known as spectrum balancing, optimises the transmit spectra of interfering DSL users, so
as to effectively minimise the impact of the crosstalk. Alternatively, signal coordination
removes the impact of crosstalk by using joint signal processing on co-located transmitted
or received DSL signals.
Considerable research on crosstalk mitigation techniques has been devoted to the max-
imisation of physical layer transmit rates. Next to these standard objectives, other Quality
of Service (QoS) objectives should also be considered. For instance, delay performance is
a very important objective for different broadband scenarios: the impact of transmission
delay on delay-sensitive applications in next generation access networks, e.g., IPTV and
online gaming, is studied in [95, 96].
Existing DSL physical layer optimisation (DSM) techniques generate a static resource
allocation, for instance, statically allocating transmit power and/or computational com-
plexity to the individual users. These techniques focus on basic physical layer metrics,
such as transmit rates and transmit power for the individual users. One shortcoming of
such static allocation is that users are assumed to have an infinite data workload. This is
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however not true in practice, where users indeed have a finite data workload, i.e., the data
that user is about to transmit. Furthermore, when a user has no data to transmit, it should
be allocated with as few resources as possible. A static system model does not allow the
study of network throughput statically and of delay performance. A general dynamic re-
source allocation (DRA) framework for the layered network system model has been stud-
ied, where all the network node are extended with finite data queues [19, 20, 97, 98]. The
basic Max-Weight Scheduling (MWS) algorithm has also been introduced to the DSM
techniques, which aims at improving the QoS performance and preventing transmission
stall in the DSL networks [23, 24].
Consider an N user interference-limited and time-slotted one-hop network instead of
a general network, which could well represent N 4G phones in the same cell, or N VDSL2
users in the same cable bundle. Two open issues emerge when MWS is implemented in a
practical system. Firstly, the DRA is realised through frequent hardware re-configuration,
which requires either a signalling channel or signalling overhead. Secondly,limited to
the transmission stability, the delay performance, i.e., the average queue lengths, is not
optimised by MWS.
Motivated by the these open issues of signalling overhead and delay performance, this
chapter proposes a smoothed MWS, with the guaranteed transmission stability of MWS
,with shorter queue lengths and a smoother DRA behaviour. Theoretically, fluctuation in
the input of a queueing system amplifies the variation in the output, therefore degrades
the performance [99]. With the help of the time series smooth filtering on queue length
history, the queue length of the previous time slot(s) is taken into account, so as to smooth
the weight in DRA.
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Chapter 7
Virtual User Assisted Autonomous
Spectrum Balancing for VDSL2
Networks
1 2
This chapter presents a set of virtual user assisted autonomous spectrum balancing for
VDSL2 networks, which can improve the data rate and QoS performance simultaneously
in an autonomous and low-complexity fashion. The existing autonomous SB algorithms
are reviewed in Sec.7.1. Then the proposed algorithms are presented in Sec. 7.2. The
stability proof of the proposed algorithms is given in Sec. 7.3. Finally the simulation
result demonstrate the performance of the proposed algorithms in Sec. 7.4.
1Part of work in this Chapter was developed in KULeuven, under the supervision of Professor Marc
Moonen.
2For the full content of this chapter, please contact the author.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
I think and think for months and years. Ninety-nine times the conclusion is false. The
hundredth time I am right. - Albert Einstein
The goal of this thesis was to improve the performance of the twisted pair based net-
work, including to investigate the potential of the Ethernet over twisted pair cable and to
enhance the quality of service in the DSL networks, by exploiting conductor diversity,
modulation diversity, virtual channel diversity, data time series diversity and virtual net-
work diversity. This chapter summarises the key results of the thesis and suggests topics
for future work.
8.1. CONCLUSION OF THE THESIS
The copper twisted pair cable has been one of the most common physical communication
media, widely used as in the structured Ethernet cable and in the massive cable bundles of
the telephone networks.
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Part I of this thesis investigated the potential of the Ethernet over twisted pair cable
for the next generation Ethernet transmission. The goal is to achieve higher spectrum ef-
ficiency over the existing EoTP cabling infrastructure, also investigate the possibility of
next generation EoTP transmission beyond the 40G BASE-T standard. The EoTP evolu-
tion was previously realised through straight-forward and mostly incremented approaches,
which are no more feasible due to the severe frequency selectivity of a twisted pair chan-
nel.
The current channel models represents the EoTP cable as four parallel SISO channels.
Chapter 3 revisited the structure of the EoTP cable, then re-formulated the EoTP cable as
an 4 ⇥ 4 MIMO full-duplex channel model for the balanced transmission. As a diversity
mechanism in conductor structure, unbalanced transmission with single-ended excitation
was proposed and modelled as an 8 ⇥ 8 MIMO full-duplex channel model for. These ad-
vanced channel models are capable of accommodating other performance promising trans-
mission techniques. A one meter long CAT7A cable was simulated, so as to evaluate the
direct channel performance and crosstalk coupling level for both balanced and unbalanced
transmission. The one meter cable showed as more crosstalk dominant with respect to the
reference 30 meter long cable, with both decreased insertion loss and increased crosstalk.
The breakdown of the unbalanced transmission also revealed the difference between the
intra-pair crosstalk and the inter-pair crosstalk.
Chapter 4 took the S-parameters from the channel simulation in Chapter 3, to construct
three realistic channel model, so as to evaluate the theoretical capacity of the EoTP cable
under alternative transmission techniques. The multi-carrier OFDM modulation scheme
considerably outperformed the inherited single carrier PAM modulation, thank to its im-
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proved frequency efficiency in frequency selective channel. As a further step, the possi-
ble MIMO crosstalk cancellation also demonstrated significantly theoretical capacity en-
hancement, which was more spectacular for the crosstalk dominant one meter cable with
over 100Gbit/s capacity. Benefitted from the increased number of the channels, the unbal-
anced channel model could achieve a theoretical capacity of nearly 200Gbit/s. The impact
of transmit power for the OFDM based EoTP transmission was discussed through numer-
ical simulation of the theoretical capacity. Not only increasing the transmit power barely
improves the theoretical capacity, a reduced transmit power can also achieve satisfactory
result.
Chapter 5 initiated the channel performance study of phantom mode transmission over
the EoTP cable. A direct attached phantom circuit was proposed to create two orthogo-
nal phantom channels, which do not share any twisted pair in their phantom circuits. For
simplicity, the impedance compensation circuit was not considered here. By this config-
uration, the coupling of the phantom circuit could be exhibited clearer. In the channel
simulation, the phantom channel and the existing balanced channel showed degraded in-
sertion loss and severely elevating return loss. The crosstalk was also increased, what the
intra-phantom crosstalk was stronger than the inter-phantom crosstalk. The poor chan-
nel performance was caused by the direct attach phantom circuit, which introduced large
amount of undesired coupling between the conductors. Despite two extra phantom chan-
nels, the resulting capacity is much declined, due to the poor channel performance.
Part I of the thesis exploited the conductor structure diversity, modulation diversity and
the virtual channel diversity of the EoTP cable, then the proposed unbalanced transmis-
sion, OFDM modulation and MIMO crosstalk cancellation can realise an over 100Gbit/s
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theoretical capacity. The research result can serve well as the theoretical guideline for the
OFDM based next generation Ethernet over twisted pair cable.
Part II of this thesis developed advanced dynamic resource allocation algorithms for
the signal coordination and spectrum balancing in the VDSL2 networks.The goal is based
on the existing dynamic resource allocation algorithms, which focuses on the transmission
stability as the basic metric, to improve the delay performance in general, to reduce the
signalling communication demand of the centralised signal coordination and to realise
autonomous spectrum balancing for VDSL2.
Chapter 6 proposed smoothing the Max-Weight scheduling in dynamic resource allo-
cation by time series smooth filters can be used to improve the delay performance and
reduce the signalling communication demand. Two typical smooth filters, namely sim-
ple moving average filter and weighted moving average filter, were evaluated which are
both able to smooth the dynamic resource allocation and preserve the transmission sta-
bility. Through theoretical analysis, the smoothed MWS was proven to guarantee the
transmission stability, regardless of the parameter of the smooth filter. In the simulation,
the signalling communication demand was declined and the stability remained intact.
Chapter 7 developed a set of autonomous spectrum balancing algorithms have been
proposed to improve the users experience of VDSL2 upstream service. With the consid-
eration of no information exchange between the users in the upstream service, the users
transmit power spectra is optimise locally in a virtual network with MWS algorithm. A
simple method to define the strongest and the weakest virtual users of the virtual network
was proposed, which reflects the impact of the crosstalk and the queueing status of other
real users. This small sized virtual network also ensured a low computational complex-
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ity. Three algorithms, denoted by VASB-(1-3), to update the virtual queue length were
presented, which locally determine the weight of the virtual users in the virtual network,
so as to represent the queueing status of the other real users. A theoretical framework of
MWS stability with general sub-optimal resource allocation was developed, then applied
to analyse the stable condition of virtual network in VASB- (1-3). Finally the performance
enhancement from the autonomous resource allocation was discussed, also the minimum
throughput region with minimum transmit power was proposed. The proposed algorithms
were numerically validated through simulation.
The algorithms proposed in the Part II of this thesis well addressed the issues of the
signalling communication demand in the dynamic resource allocation of signal coordi-
nation and spectrum balancing. With the transmission stability preserved, the smoothed
MWS can reduce the variation in the dynamic resource allocation for the centralised signal
coordination, that the virtual network realises a local transmit spectra optimisation of the
upstream VDSL2 users. The research result can be incorporated into the current G.Fast,
so as to enhance the quality of user experience on the top of the improved data rate.
The objectives of the research in Sec. 1.3 are achieved. The balanced and unbalanced
full-duplex MIMO channel models were developed in Chapter 3, as the conductor diver-
sity, which helped to accommodate OFDM modulation and MIMO crosstalk cancellation,
as the modulation diversity. The significantly improved theoretical capacity was shown in
Chapter 4. The phantom mode transmission, as the virtual channel diversity, was investi-
gated in Chapter 5. The smoothed dynamic resource allocation was discussed in Chapter
6, as the data time series diversity, which can reduce signalling overhead and meanwhile
preserve the transmission stability. In Chapter 7, the virtual network diversity was im-
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plemented as the virtual user assisted autonomous spectrum balancing algorithms, where
the delay performance of the upstream VDSL2 networks was improved in an autonomous
fashion.
8.2. FUTURE RESEARCH
This thesis is only the first step in developing a practical EoTP system over 100Gbit/s.
Many interesting questions remain unanswered, which form the basis for future research.
Some interesting, unexplored topics are listed here.
TOR Scenario EoTP Channel Model Simulation
Focus on the channel performance in the short reach scenario, an one meter CAT7A cable
cable was simulated as an example. The Top-of-the-rack (TOR) scenario requires much
shorter reach than the minimum reach of 30meters specified for 40G BASE-T. This appli-
cation scenario could be further studied with more comprehensive simulations. Not only
with variable cable length, but also bending should be considered in the simulation.
Alien crosstalk is not discussed in this thesis. As described in the network topology, the
alien crosstalk may vary significantly due to the layout of the cables. Although the metallic
shield provides extra protection against alien crosstalk, how much interference exactly can
alien crosstalk cause is yet to be discussed. When only considering the TOR scenario,
the impact of the alien crosstalk between multiple EoTP cables could be characterised
with simulations. A few typical layout examples can provide sufficient insight of the alien
crosstalk in the TOR scenario.
With more simulations of the different cabling scenarios and alien crosstalk scenar-
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ios, the obtained channel parameters can be used to generate a more general or empirical
channel models, validate the proposed transmission schemes or modulation methods.
Optimised OFDMModulation
The OFDM modulation in this thesis is set to have flat transmit power spectra, which
means the transmit power is equally distributed to all the sub-carriers. Attenuated by the
frequency selectivity of the channel, the same transmit power on different sub-carriers will
have different outcome in the SINR, thus obviously not optimal. This subject has been well
studied in [43, 69], that for the single user frequency selective channel the optimal trans-
mit power allocation is obtained by water-filling. The optimal transmission and optimal
capacity in the multi-user interference channel is still one open important open issue in
information theory. For the general network models or some wireless communication net-
work models, there are some very basic sub-optimal solutions, but the applicability is very
limited.
Both based on twisted pair cables, the DSL channel and EoTP channel share certainly
some similarity. The multi-carrier transmit power allocation has been well addressed in
the DSL networks, later introduced in Part II of the thesis. Especially, the OSB algorithm
is able to find the optimal transmit power allocation of the DSL channel, with the specific
characteristics of the DSL channel. Then other near-optimal algorithms, like IWF, ISB,
are also developed. With the help of these optimising techniques, it is very possible that
the performance could be improved through transmit power optimisation, so as to further
increase the spectrum efficiency.
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Closed-loop MIMO Implementation Design of EoTP Transmission
The effectiveness of MIMO crosstalk cancellation has been evaluated in this thesis. As
wireline communication channel, the channel of the EoTP should be considered as time
invariant, also relatively convenient for an accurate channel measurement. Then the most
suitable MIMO implementation is the closed-loop MIMO for EoTP transmission.
In follow up research, the MIMO implementation in other practical communication
system should be reviewed, then determine the general structure of a potential MIMO
system for EoTP cable, including the algorithm, the channel coding, the signal processing
methods and so on. Also, the required computational complexity, the power consumption
and the manufacturing cost are important factors to consider. The goal is to achieve a
trade-off among all the factors, to design a MIMO solution for EoTP transmission with
both considerable performance boost and reasonable cost.
Impedance Matching in Phantom Mode Transmission
Although the phantom mode transmission studied in this thesis did not provide satisfac-
tory result, it however exposes the sever impact of the impedance mismatch in EoTP cable,
which could be an useful guideline for all the EoTP cable researches. It is still very inter-
esting to design a suitable impedance matching circuit to compensate the extra phantom
circuits to the twisted pairs, so as to create extra communication channels without harming
the existing channels. Alternatively, other transmission suitable for such specific channel
condition could be considered as well. Not limited to orthogonal phantom channels, the
impedance matching circuit should be able to adjust the impedance even for the phantom
channels to share twisted pair channels. In this way, the created phantom channel can con-
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tribute more to the transmission throughput and interfere less with the other twisted pair
channels.
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Appedix
Proof of Theorem 1
Consider a network with N users, MWS is a throughput optimal. For an optimal resource
allocation, suppose there is a mean arrival rate vector ~⇤, which is strictly interior to the
optimal rate region R, while another vector ~✏ = [✏1, ✏2, ..., ✏n]T with arbitrary small posi-
tive numbers, that satisfies ~⇤ + ~✏ 2 R, the transmission stability of the optimal resource
allocation is concluded as the following:
For a VDSL2 network with MWS, any arrival process with the mean arrival rate vec-
tor ~⇤ = [ 1, 2, ..., n]T can always be stabilised, therefore the system delay is upper
bounded:
1
T
T 1X
⌧=0
NX
n=1
Qn(⌧)  1
2✏min
[B +
NX
n=1
(Qn(0))2], (10.1)
where ✏min = min(✏1, ✏2, ..., ✏n), constant B = N(!2 + (Rmax)2), then ~Q(0) is the initial
queue lengths of the users.
From time slot 0 to T , the users’ data queues are updated by equation (6.7) at each time
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slot. One variable, the arrival process ~A(t) is stabilisable if its expectation ~⇤ falls within
the throughput region ~⇤TP . The other variable ~Q(t) is determined as the resulting data rate
of the dynamic resource allocation at each time slot. The network transmission stability
defined in (6.8) will be proved through the derivation of a negative quadratic Lyapunov
drift [19]. Firstly, user n’s quadratic Lyapunov drift (QLD) between two consecutive time
slots is defined as follows:
 ( ~Q(t)) = E[
NX
n=1
(Qn(t+ 1))2) 
NX
n=1
(Qn(t))2| ~Q(t)]. (10.2)
Consider the two possibilities for the queue update (6.7):
if Qn(t) Rn(t)  0; then Qn(t+ 1) = An(t). (10.3)
or, if Qn(t) Rn(t) > 0; (10.4)
then Qn(t+ 1) = Qn(t) Rn(t) + An(t). (10.5)
As a best case, if (10.3) happens at all time slots, then the stability is obvious. Focusing
on the worst case of (10.4) for all time slots, then the QLD can be expanded as follows:
 ( ~Q(t)) =
NX
n=1
E[(An(t))2 + (Rn(t))2| ~Q(t)]
+
NX
n=1
2Qn(t)E[(An(t) Rn(t))| ~Q(t)]
 
NX
n=1
2E[(An(t)Rn(t))| ~Q(t)]. (10.6)
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An(t) is bounded by !n, and Rn(t) is limited by Rnmax, then the first item on the RHS
of (10.6) is clearly bounded by the following:
NX
n=1
E[(An(t))2 + (Rn(t))2| ~Q(t)] 
NX
n=1
((!n)2 + (Rnmax)
2). (10.7)
For later simplicity, we denote B to the constant on the RHS of (6.18). Moreover,
An(t) is an independent random process from Qn(t), therefore the term E[(An(t)| ~Q(t)]
can be replaced by  n. Rn(t) is deterministic when ~Q(t) is given, therefore the term
E[Rn(t)| ~Q(t)] can be replaced by Rn(t). The following inequality can be obtained from
(10.6):
 ( ~Q(t)) 
NX
n=1
2Qn(t) n  
NX
n=1
2Qn(t)Rn(t)
+B  
NX
n=1
2E[(An(t)Rn(t))| ~Q(t)]. (10.8)
The last term of (10.8) is negative at the greater side of the inequality, therefore ig-
nored. For an arbitrary stabilisable ~⇤ 2 ~⇤TP , there exists an arbitrarily small pos-
itive vector ~✏ = [✏1, ✏2, ..., ✏n]T , and an intermediate vector ~˜⇤ = [ ˜1,  ˜2, ...,  ˜n]T =
[( 1 + ✏1), ( 2 + ✏2), ..., ( n + ✏n)]T , which satisfies ~˜⇤ 2 ~⇤TP , then the MWS scheduling
result Eq. (6.10) satisfies the follows:
NX
n=1
Qn(t)Rn(t)  
NX
n=1
Qn(t) ˜n. (10.9)
The second term on the RHS of Eq. (10.6) is negative, thus can be replaced by the
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smaller term on the RHS of (10.9, which gives follows::
 ( ~Q(t)) 
NX
n=1
2Qn(t)( n    ˜n) + B  
NX
n=1
2E[(An(t)Rn(t))| ~Q(t)]. (10.10)
The last term of (10.10) is negative at the greater side of the inequality, therefore is
ingored. By the definition of ~˜⇤, Eq. (10.10) can be simplified as follows:
 ( ~Q(t))  B  
NX
n=1
2Qn(t)✏n. (10.11)
Defining a constant ✏? = min{✏1, ✏2, ..., ✏n} to substitute ✏n in the RHS of Eq. (10.11),
which results in a smaller negative terms in the greater side of the inequality, then the
inequality (6.22) still holds. The expectation of ( ~Q(t)) can be taken over the distribution
of ~Q(t), giving:
E[
NX
n=1
(Qn(t+ 1))2   (Qn(t))2)]  B  
NX
n=1
2Qn(t)✏?. (10.12)
Since Eq. (10.12) is valid for all time slots, it is summed over all time slots t 2
{0, 2, ..., T} and divided the sum by T , to give:
1
T
NX
n=1
(Qn(T ))2   (Qn(0))2)  B   2✏
?
T
TX
⌧=1
NX
n=1
Qn(⌧). (10.13)
The term 1T
PN
n=1(Q
n(T ))2 of Eq. (10.13) is positive at the smaller side of the inequal-
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ity, therefore ignored. by rearranging Eq. (10.13), we arrive at:
1
T
TX
⌧=1
NX
n=1
Qn(⌧)  1
2✏?
[B +
1
T
NX
n=1
(Qn(0))2]. (10.14)
If T ! 1, the left hand side (LHS) of (10.14) is the expectation of the sum of the
users’ queue length, also equivalent to the definition of system delay in Eq. (6.8). This is
bounded by the constants B, ✏? and the initial status ~Q(0) and ~Q(1). If ~Q(0) is not infinity,
then the queue lengths will not grow to infinity, thus the stability of MWS is proved.
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ABSTRACT
Following the massive commercial deployment of 10G BaseT
and the development of 40GBaseT, twisted pair based copper
cable Ethernet is looking towards the next standard of proba-
bly 100Gbps.
Intuitively, the straight forward approach for higher data
rates is to upgrade the heritage of previous standards. For ex-
ample, extending frequency spectrum usable, and implement
higher order PAM modulation can utilise more frequency re-
source with higher spectrum efficiency. However, this legacy
may not be the best way to extend the throughput, reach or
both. This paper looks at whether orthogonal frequency-
division multiplexing (OFDM) could be a candidate trans-
mission technology for future Ethernet expansion.
1. NEXT GENERATION ETHERNET OF X-BASET
Ethernet, defined in the protocol set of IEEE 802.3 [1], has
been the dominant communication standard in the field of
computer networks, including home networks, enterprise net-
works and data centres. The physical media of Ethernet trans-
mission includes copper based twisted pair cable, optical fibre
and the copper backplane. From the 1BASE5, standardised
and defined in IEEE 802.3e in 1986, twisted pair cables have
been introduced, and since then used as the first choice of cop-
per Ethernet transmission till today. The standard for Ethernet
over twisted pair cable has also evolved from the 1BASE5, the
10BASE-T, the 100 BaseT, the 1G-BaseT to 10G-BaseT, and
further towards 25G-BaseT, 40G-BaseT and 100G-BaseT.
Powered by their own advantages, the IEEE 802.11 Wire-
less Lan (WLAN) [2] with the convenience and flexibility and
the optical fibre system emerge as the competitors of cable
based Ethernet. Ethernet over twisted pair cables still remains
as a considerable choice in many application scenarios, by
providing high data rate, reliable communication and deploy-
ment flexibility simultaneously. With the further development
of the Ethernet standard, higher data rate and more reliable
transmission are expected for the Ethernet over twisted pair
cables, or x-BaseT.
So far, x-BaseT transmission framework has been based
on single carrier Pulse-Amplitude Modulation (PAM) modu-
lation, with increasing modulation order and expanding fre-
quency band, so as to achieve higher data rate. The basic
structure of four twisted pairs within the cable is kept, with
more screening and shielding, so as to improve the electro-
magnet performance of the cable. The modulation evolution
is summarised in Table 1, and the cable specifications are
summarised in Table 2.
With the expanding frequency band, the insertion loss
and the crosstalk of the cable are much worse. This forms
a frequency-selective channel with coloured noise, which is
caused by the nature of the copper wire, that the insertion
loss degrades with increased frequency range, and can be
observed in other copper based technologies. The most seen
copper cable applications include the Digital Subscriber Line
(xDSL) [3, 4], which provides high speed data service over
the existing telephone twisted pair, and the Cable Televi-
sion system, where both television program and high speed
data service over the co-axial television cable, also known
as (DOCSIS) [5]. Orthogonal frequency division multiplex-
ing (OFDM) [6–9] is adopted in both xDSL and DOCSIS
3.1, so as to improve the transmission performance over the
copper cable. OFDM is a modulation technique, where the
wide transmission frequency band is divided into numerous
narrow band channels (frequency bins), and the data flow
is modulated into corresponding parallel low symbol-rate
data streams. In this way, the single carrier high symbol-
rate transmission in a frequency selective channel can be
decomposed into a set of parallel low symbol-rate transmis-
sions over different flat channels. Priori to the advances of
the semiconductor technology development, the implemen-
tation of the OFDM was restricted by the capability of the
chipset. Nowadays, OFDM has been implemented in many
mainstream commercial communication system at a very ac-
ceptable cost, like previously mentioned xDSL and DOCSIS,
and WLAN in wireless communication and Long Term Evo-
lution (LTE) [10] in mobile communication, and has shown
considerable performance in practice.
In Section 2 we will introduce the principle of OFDM
transmission and its application in xDSL and DOCSIS 3.1.
In Section 3 we will discuss the channel model of Cat7a ca-
ble, and propose two transmit power allocation algorithms. In
the end we will present the simulated performance, to evalu-
ate the achievable data rate of OFDM transmission over Cat7a
cable. In Section 4 we will conclude the research and discuss
the future work.
Table 1. PAM Configuration for the Ethernet Standards
Ethernet Standard 10Base-T 100Base-TX 1000Base-T 10GBase-T 40GBase-T
Twisted Pair Used 2 2 4 4 4
Coding Manchester 4B/5B PAM5 THP-PAM16 TBD
Transmit Voltage ±2.5V ±1, 0V ±2,±1, 0V N/A TBD
Symbol Rate 10 MBd 125 MBd 125 MBd 250 MBd TBD
Table 2. Cable Specifications
Cat. 3 Cat. 4 Cat. 5 Cat. 5a Cat. 6 Cat. 6a Cat.7 Cat.7a
Frequency 16MHz 20MHz 100MHz 100MHz 250MHz 500MHz 600MHz 1600MHz
Data Rate 10Mbit/s 16Mbit/s 100Mbit/s 100Mbit/s 1Gbit/s 10Gbit/s 10Gbit/s 40Gbit/s
Reach 100m 100m 100m 100m 100m 55m 100m 50m
Cable Screening none none none none none none/foil braiding/foil braiding/foil
Pair Shielding none none none none none foil/none foil foil
2. OFDM TRANSMISSION AND ITS APPLICATIONS
IN WIRELINE COMMUNICATION
In this section, the concept of OFDM and its transmission
model are introduced, and then the detailed OFDM imple-
mentation in xDSL and DOCSIS are described.
2.1. OFDM as an Advanced Transmission Technique
From the perspective of frequency band utilisation, all the
communication systems can be divided into two types, single
carrier and multiple carrier systems. For early narrow band
or voice band communication systems, single carrier trans-
mission has been an attractive option due to its low complex-
ity. As most of wireline communication systems change to
broadband systems, the increased channel frequency selectiv-
ity caused by the expanding transmission frequency band and
the crosstalk become the major bottleneck of performance.
The crosstalk includes the near-end crosstalk (NEXT) and the
far-end crosstalk (FEXT).The multiple carrier transmission
techniques divide the broadband channel into a set of paral-
lel narrow band flat channels (sub-carriers), and transmit over
these separate channels simultaneously. as illustrated in Fig.
1.
A very popular multiple carrier technique in recent com-
mercial practice is orthogonal frequency division multiplex-
ing (OFDM), whose sub-subcarriers are orthogonal to each
other [8,9]. At the transmitter side, the transmit data is firstly
converted to a set of parallel baseband data streams through
a serial-to-parallel converter, where each of these stream cor-
responds to a sub-carrier, then independently modulated into
quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) symbols. So far,
the data signal is still in the time domain. Then the paral-
lel QAM symbols are fed into an inverse Fast Fourier Trans-
former (iFFT), whose output is serial signal in frequency do-
Fig. 1. OFDM Frequency Utilisation
main, and then is further converted into analogue signal by
a digital-to-analogue converter (DAC). At last this transmit
signal will go through the copper wire. This procedure is de-
picted in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2. OFDM Transmitter
At the receiver side, the received signal is converted
into digital signal through an analogue-to-digital converter
(ADC), and separated into real and imaginary parts for the
Fast Fourier Transformer (FFT), which converts the serial
time domain signal back into parallel frequency domain
QAM symbols. The the QAM symbols will be desolved into
data bits, and combined in order into the received data. This
procedure is depicted in Fig.3.
Fig. 3. OFDM Receiver
Mathematically, the frequency band Fmax is divided
into N sub-carriers, which is smaller or equal to the size
of FFT/iFFT. Each carrier has a bandwidth of  f , which is
chosen to be narrow enough that the channel condition within
it is frequency flat. The symbol rate on each sub-carrier is
denoted by fs, and the corresponding symbol duration is
T = 1/fs second. The transmit power spectrum density,
the insertion loss and the return loss on sub-carrier n are de-
noted by sn, ILn and RLn, respectively. Other interference
sources include the background noise and crosstalk, whose
sum is denoted here by itf . The bitloading bn on sub-carrier
n, i.e., the information can be carried on sub-carrier n, is
calculated as follows,
bn = log2
✓
1 +
ILnsn f
RLnsn f + itf
◆
bit, (1)
, and the achievable data rate R of the whole transmission
system is calculated as follows,
R = fs
NX
n=1
bn. (2)
Compared with single carrier transmission, the perfor-
mance degradation caused by the channel selectivity will be
improved in OFDM, that only the sub-carriers on the severe
frequency will suffer performance degradation. For instance,
the severe insertion loss in the high frequency part of the
Fig. 1 will not impact the separate transmission in the low
frequency part. In the receiver design of the single carrier
transmission, usually a time domain filter is adopted for the
channel equalisation. Such time domain filter will be a large
number of filter taps, which means high complexity, power
consumption and processing delay. At the OFDM receiver
side, the output of the FFT is parallel QAM symbols, which
is low symbol rate frequency domain signal in the form of
complex number. The channel equalisation can be easily
implemented by multiplication of the QAM symbol with the
inverse of the sub-carrier channel estimate.
In the scenario of copper cable based wireline broadband
communication systems, the channel condition is frequency
selective, but meanwhile time invariant, therefore accurate
channel estimation is usually possible. The accurate channel
estimate is of great importance for the OFDM sub-carrier
partition and channel equalisation. Compared with wireless
and mobile communication systems, the stationary nature of
the wireline communication terminals allows relaxed power
consumption and hardware complexity of the equipment.
With large size FFT, the bandwidth of the sub-carrier can
be reduced, which is crucial for the frequency flatness of
the sub-carrier. Moreover, the transmitter circuit linearity
restriction from the high peak-to-average-ratio problem can
be easier implemented in stationary hardware.The features
above make OFDM a suitable option for the xBaseT Ethernet
with 40Gbit/s or higher.
2.2. OFDM in xDSL and DOCSIS
Currently, two major copper cable based broadband commu-
nication systems, xDSL [3]and DOCSIS 3.1 [5], have adopted
OFDM as the physical layer modulation scheme. The xDSL
technology has chosen the OFDM from the beginning of its
standardisation, and the DOCSIS 3.1 standard abandoned the
single carrier modulation in DOCSIS 3.0 [11] standard and
switched to multi carrier OFDM scheme.
xDSL technology provides high speed data service over
the existing telephony cables. The customer-premises equip-
ment (CPE) at the end user side is connected to the digital sub-
scriber line access multiplexer (DSLAM), via a single tele-
phony twisted pair cable. The twisted pair can be shielded or
unshielded, and even very old paper-wrapped twisted pair can
provide acceptable data rate performance. The telephony net-
work and the twisted pair are originally designed for voice
band transmission, i.e., up to 8kHz. Therefore the major
bottlenecks in the xDSL systems include the channel atten-
uation, especially in the high frequency, and the crosstalk,
which is the electromagnetic coupling between the twisted
pairs in the same cable bundle. The specification of the latest
xDSL standard, i.e., Very-high-bit-rate digital subscriber line
2 (VDSL2) [12], will be studied in this paper as a reference.
Another massive existing cable infrastructure is the cable
TV (CATV) network, which originally delivered television
broadcast signal over the co-axial cables. The CATV network
provides data services as well, defined in DOCSIS standard.
In the early DOCSIS standards before DOCSIS 3.1, the mod-
ulation scheme was single carrier QAM modulation. Facing
the strong demand on the faster data service, DOCSIS 3.1
standard switched to OFDM modulation, in order to realise
the 10Gbit transmission over the extended frequency band in
CATV systems.
These two systems share similarities with xBaseT, while
they also have certain differences. The xDSL and the xBaseT
both use twisted pair in the cable, however the Ethernet ca-
ble consists of four twisted pairs, and can be seen as a mini-
bundle of four twisted pairs. The xDSL operates in longer
cables and over lower frequency band, Table 3. The DOC-
SIS and the xBaseT have similar service reach and frequency
band, but the DOCSIS cable is another type of co-axial cable,
Table 3.
Table 3. VDSL2/DOCSIS/40G BaseT Specifications
VDSL2 Downstream DOCSIS 3.1 Downstream 40G BaseT
Cable Structure single twisted pair co-axial cable four twisted pairs
Typical Reach up to 500m 100m 50m
Maximum Reach 1000m NA 100m
Data Rate 50 - 100Mbit/s 10Gbit/s 40Gbit/s
Frequency Range from 8 KHz up to 30 MHz up to 1218 MHz, total use up to 192 MHz up to 1600 MHz
Transmit Power 14.5 dBm 65 dBm 3 dBm
Number of Sub-Carrier 3479 7600/3800 NA
Bandwidth of Sub-Carrier 4.3125 kHz 25/50kHz NA
Another important difference between these systems is the
transmission symmetry. The Ethernet transmission is sym-
metric peer-to-peer transmission, that both transmission di-
rections have similar specification, and both ends of the trans-
mission have similar hardware design. For the xDSL and the
DOCSIS systems, the transmission is a central office to termi-
nal modes, where the two transmission directions are distin-
guished as upstream and downstream services, with different
frequency ranges, transmit powers and data rate requirements.
A detailed specification comparison of the three systems
are given in Table 3. Note that the transmit power of the
xBaseT is the total transmit budget for the four pairs, which
will be equally shared by the four pairs.
The next section will present the implementation of
OFDM in xBaseT and the simulation result.
3. THE OFDM BASED ETHERNET
This section presents the configuration of OFDM modu-
lation for Cat7a cable with the parameters suggested by
ISO/IEC/TR 11801-9901 document [13]. Then the paper
will introduce a multi-user power allocation scheme to im-
prove the performance. Finally the simulation result will be
presented.
3.1. OFDM Configuration for Cat7a Cable
The Cat7a cable has been specified to support 40 Gbit/s data
transmission, at the maximum frequency of 1600 MHz and
with a reach of 50 meters. Each pair is foiled, so as to reduce
the crosstalk, and the whole cable is foiled and covered with
metal braiding, so as to prevent the electromagnetic leakage
and external noise.
The parametric channel model, i.e., the insertion loss, the
return loss and the crosstalk channel, and the basic trans-
mission parameters are given in [13], e.g., the frequency
range is up to 1600MHz, and the transmit power is 3dBm.
The NEXT cancellation, FEXT cancellation and the return
loss cancellation are defined as 28dB, 14dB and 55dB, re-
spectively. The background noise level is assumed to be
 150dBm/Hz. The alien crosstalk is either included or not
included, as specified in [13].
Consider a simplest OFDM configuration, where the four
twisted pairs are seen as four individual channels and they
interfere with each other by crosstalk. The transmit power is
equally share by the four twisted pairs, and each pair trans-
mits a flat power spectrum density (PSD), i.e., the transmit
power on each sub-carrier is identical. By equally distribut-
ing the 3dBm transmit power over the four twisted pairs
and 1600MHz, the resulting PSD is  95dBm/Hz over the
whole frequency band.
Compared with the DOCSIS 3.1 standard, the maximum
frequencies are at the same scale, i.e., 1218 MHz and 1600
MHz, but the DOCSIS 3.1 limits the maximum frequency
band to 192MHz. The corresponding 7600/3800 points
iFFT can be feasible for hardware implementation in the case
of DOCSIS 3.1. In theory, the narrower the sub-carrier is,
the more flat that the sub-carrier channel can be. However
our choice of sub-carrier bandwidth must be larger than the
25/50kHz in DOCSIS 3.1, otherwise a large number of sub-
carriers will require a large size iFFT/FFT, which will further
cause hardware design difficulty. Here we propose a sub-
carrier bandwidth of 200kHz, and the 1600MHz is divided
into 8000 sub-carriers. Then an 8192 point FFT processor
suffices for our system, which is the same as DOCSIS 3.1,
and currently available for mass production and commercial
deployment. The sub-carrier bandwidth in xDSL systems is
4.3125kHz, significantly smaller then our proposed 200kHz
for Ethernet. Although transmitting over the similar twisted
pairs, the channel flatness of the Cat7a cable is more accept-
able than the telephone cable, due to the huge difference in
cable length. Moreover, the xDSL system has to take into
account of all the telephone cables, which are installed at dif-
ferent periods and with different qualities, and the Cat7a cable
is designed with the state-of-the-art requirements. Hence our
choice of 200kHz sub-carrier bandwidth is suitable for the
OFDM implementation here.
Our key configuration for OFDM is the  95dBm/Hz
transmit power PSD and the 200kHz sub-carrier bandwidth.
3.2. Multi-user Power Allocation
The configuration mentioned above is a static configuration
scheme, which can be easily implemented by the predefined
parameters. In order to improve the performance of the
OFDM under the given channel condition, the channel fre-
quency selectivity and the crosstalk between the pairs should
be exploited.
In OFDM modulation, the whole frequency range is di-
vided into many sub-carriers. The output QAM symbols of
the QAM constellation mapping in Fig. 2 are all normalised
in amplitude, then the resulting transmit power on each sub-
carrier is the same to each other. If these QAM symbols are
differently amplified in amplitude before being fed into iFFT,
then the transmit signal on each sub-carrier can have different
transmit power. This gives us the freedom to allocate different
transmit power to the sub-carriers, subject to the total transmit
power constraint.
The OFDM transmission over the four twisted pairs Cat7a
cable can be seen as a two-dimensional coupled transmit
power allocation problem in information theory. There is a
possibility of allocating different amount of transmit power
on the same sub-carrier to different users, as depicted in Fig.
4.
Fig. 4. OFDM Multi-user Power Allocation
Firstly, solely consider one twisted pair, the problem is
a frequency selective multiple carrier channel with a trans-
mit power constraint, with static interference of the crosstalk
and the background noise [14]. The flat transmit power PSD,
i.e., the identical transmit power on all the sub-carriers, does
not necessarily reach the maximum spectrum efficiency. The
solution is to adaptively allocate different transmit power to
the sub-carriers. For instance, on the sub-carrier with low
insertion loss and low return loss, it will be more beneficial
to allocate more transmit power on such sub-carrier, rather
than allocate the same transmit power on the sub-carrier with
high insertion loss and high return loss. The water-filling al-
gorithm has been proposed for such problem, and has been
theoretically proven to be optimal in [14]. The resulting trans-
mit power allocation of water-filling algorithm is illustrated in
Fig. 5. The water-filling algorithm also has a very low com-
plexity, and applied in 3G mobile communication High Speed
Packet Access (HSPA) [15].
Fig. 5. Water-Filling Power Allocation
Secondly, consider the transmission on each sub-carrier
from a multi-user communication point of view, the received
signal contains the desired but attenuated signal from the
same pair, and the crosstalk from the other three pairs,
then this becomes a multi-user interference channel problem
in [14]. So far, the interference channel is an open problem,
no general or structured algorithm can deliver an optimal
solution. Combined with the multi-carrier transmit power
allocation over the frequency selective channel for one chan-
nel, the optimal transmit power allocation for the four twisted
pairs becomes a two-dimensional multi-user multi-carrier
transmit power allocation.
Although no existing theoretical solution available for
such multi-carrier multi-user problem, similar problem has
been addressed in the xDSL research. One simple and effec-
tive approach is the iterative water-filling (IWF) algorithm,
described in [16]. By treating the crosstalk from other users
as static interference, the IWF algorithm performs single user
water-filling one after another, and each iteration the updated
transmit power generates a new set of crosstalk for other
users. When the transmit power allocation converges, a Nash
Equilibrium is reached, which is a local optimal solution from
a selfish mechanism.
The IWF algorithm has demonstrated considerable perfor-
mance improvement in xDSL system. The only short coming
of the IWF algorithm is the sensitivity to the near-far scenario,
which is the case that the different cables in the same cable
bundle have different starting and ending locations. Since the
Cat7a cable can be seen as a small bundle of four twisted pair
with the same length, then the IWF algorithm should be able
to improve the data rate performance, as demonstrated later
in the simulation result.
Moreover, the multi-user coupling, i.e., the crosstalk
channel model, in [13] is simplified to a symmetric chan-
nel, which means that the crosstalk channel between any
two pairs is identical. In practice, the four twisted pairs are
twisted with different twisting rates, and the distance between
the pairs are different, as demonstrated in Fig. 6. Therefore
the crosstalk channel is usually not symmetric between the
pairs in practice, which is exactly the multi-user technique
can significantly improve the performance.
Fig. 6. The distance between the Twisted Pairs
3.3. Simulation Result
After discussing the configuration of OFDM for Cat7a cable
and the possibility of further improving the performance by
the IWF algorithm, the simulated result is presented in Table
4. The direct channel parameters, e.g., the insertion loss and
the return loss, and the crosstalk channel parameters, e.g., the
NEXT and the FEXT, are constructed according to the stan-
dard document [13]. And the theoretical capacity calculated
in [13] is used as a reference metric for the OFDM perfor-
mance. Both the cases of alien crosstalk ignored or not are
simulated, as in the ISO/IEC/TR document [13] .
Two OFDM configurations are simulated, one is the flat
transmit power PSD, that the transmit power is 95dBm/Hz
over all the sub-carriers, and the other one is the IWF algo-
rithm, where the transmit power on each sub-carrier is op-
timised according to the direct channel and crosstalk chan-
nel conditions. Since the channel coding is not considered
in [13], and the coding gain is not in the calculation of the
theoretical capacity, hence we also simulate an OFDM sys-
tem without channel coding. The achievable data rate of the
two OFDM configurations and the percentage that they can
achieve with respect to the theoretical capacity are listed in
Tab.4.
Usually a cyclic prefix is adopted as safeguard in practical
OFDM implementation [8,9], so as to eliminate the inter sym-
bol interference. This will cause certainly performance loss in
terms of data rate, as part of the transmit signal is repeated.
Thus with the consideration of realistic implementation, the
simulation result of 10% data rate loss by cyclic prefix is also
presented in Tab.4.
From Table 4, we can see that the OFDM modulation can
achieve most of the channel capacity, even with the 10% loss
of the cyclic prefix. We have three observations:
1. All the simulated result can satisfy the target of 40Gbit/s,
with a considerable margin.
2. In the presence of alien crosstalk, the OFDM reaches
higher percentage of the theoretical capacity than the
scenario without alien crosstalk, which shows the ro-
bustness of OFDM in the severe channel condition, in-
Table 4. Simulation Result
Reference Flat PSD IWF
No Alien Xtalk
Data Rate in Gbit/s 85 72.67 76.13
Percentage of Reference 100% 85.5% 89.6%
Cyclic Prefix
Data Rate in Gbit/s 85 65.40 68.52
Percentage of Referencee 100% 76.9% 80.6%
Alien Xtalk
Data Rate in Gbit/s 73 67.20 72.09
Percentage of Reference 100% 92.1% 98.8%
Cyclic Prefix
Data Rate in Gbit/s 73 60.48 64.88
Percentage of Reference 100% 82.8% 88.9%
cluding the channel selectivity and coloured interfer-
ence like alien crosstalk.
3. The data rate performance is improved by IWF algo-
rithm, compared with flat PSD, especially in the sce-
nario with alien crosstalk. The impact of the crosstalk
is reduced, and the spectrum efficiency is enhanced.
4. CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we have discussed the possibility of OFDM
scheme for the future copper cable based Ethernet. We have
introduced the concept of OFDM modulation, and its copper
cable applications of xDSL and DOCSIS. Then we studied
the configuration of OFDM for Cat7a cable, and the IWF al-
gorithm to improve the performance from the multi-user com-
munication point of view. In the end we have presented simu-
lation result, where OFDM shows great data rate performance
and can be seen as a very potential candidate for the future
Ethernet.
The work of this paper can be seen as a starting point for
the OFDM implementation for the Ethernet. In the future, the
simulation can be carried out on more realistic channel model.
With the help of hardware based experiment, the performance
of OFDM transmission can be investigated on the real cables.
Also, more sophisticated static and multi-user OFDM power
allocation scheme should be developed, so as to optimise the
transmit power and improve the spectrum efficiency.
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ABSTRACT
Aiming at high speed data transmission beyond the standard
of 10G Base-T, 40G Base-T and 100G Base-T have been pro-
posed and researched. With improved physical characteris-
tics, the structure of the copper based Ethernet cable remains
unchanged, which is composed of four twisted pairs. Each
pair transmits a balanced signal, so as to reduce the crosstalk
leakage into other pairs. The scenario of unbalanced trans-
mission is investigated in this study, where each wire is indi-
vidually excited, with the metal shield as the common ground.
In this case, the number of transmission channels is doubled
to eight channels, with a trade-off of higher crosstalk. How-
ever, with advanced transmission techniques, the unbalanced
transmission mode has a great potential for better data rate
performance. The simulated unbalanced transmission chan-
nel model is presented and analysed in the study.
1. INTRODUCTION
Ethernet, defined as the standard of IEEE 802.3 [1], is the
most seen network in the field of computer networks, includ-
ing home networks, enterprise networks and data centres. The
original signal carrier of Ethernet was coaxial cable, and later
more options are introduced, including twisted pair cable, sin-
gle mode and multi mode optical fibre, and backplane. Each
of these physical media has specific application scenario with
own advantage, while the twisted pair based cable has been
most widely used.
The structured twisted pair cable consists of four twisted
pairs, which can be seen as four parallel communication chan-
nels. Each twisted pair is a balanced transmission system,
where the two wires are excited in differential mode. The two
wires are twisted with the same twisting rate, therefore they
have same actual wire length and and same impedance to the
ground at any point along the cable. Such balanced lines re-
ceive identical common mode interference from the same in-
terference source. With the differential mode excitation, the
two wires are fed with the same signal with opposite signs,
and their difference between the two received signals. In this
way, the same interference component in both received signal
will be cancelled. Meanwhile, the signal leakage from the two
wires are of the same amplitude, but opposite signs as well,
thus the resulting interference outside the twisted pair is min-
imised. Behind the cable jackets, the signal is in the form of
pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM), from the early standard
of 1BASE5 for 1 Mbit/s to the 10G-BaseT for 10 Gbit/s now,
with increasing modulation order and bandwidth.
The upcoming challenge of the Ethernet over twisted pair
(EoTP) is to transmit 40 Gigabit per second over the struc-
tured cable, especially for the data centre applications. The
step from 10 Gbit/s to 40 Gbit/s is bigger than any other steps
in the evolution of the EoTP history.
However, the previous approach, higher quality cable can
provide better channel characteristics, wider frequency band
can provide more bandwidth and higher order modulation can
increase the frequency spectrum efficiency, have very limited
room to further enhance the data rate performance. Although
the new cable standard will adopt new measures to improve
the physical, or namely the electro magnetic properties of the
cable, originally designed for telephony service, the channel
characteristics of the twisted pair is only ideal for lower fre-
quencies. Operating at radio frequency, e.g., over 1 GHz, the
insertion loss degrades significantly compared with the lower
frequency, and the crosstalk increases rapidly along the fre-
quency. As a result, the channel characteristics show a strong
frequency selectivity.
Other wireline and wireless communication systems have
adopted variety of communication/signal processing tech-
niques, in order to cope the severe channel conditions. In
communication theory, the EoTP system can be viewed as
a communication system with four parallel channel, which
interfere each other through the electro magnetic coupling
as the major performance degradation, i.e., crosstalk. With
the state of the art signal processing technology and well
developed chipset, the channel frequency selectivity is prac-
tically handled by multi-carrier modulation, e.g., orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) [2], and the im-
pact of crosstalk is minimised through different crosstalk
cancellation techniques. In other words, the approach is to
transmit over ”nice and clean” channel, efficiently. EoTP has
already made a step in 10G-BaseT, by introducing Tomlinson-
Harashima precoding in order to reduce the far-end crosstalk
(FEXT), while the single carrier PAM modulation is inher-
ited.
In this paper, we propose an alternative channel model,
where the restriction of the balanced transmission is removed,
each twisted pair is split into two wires and all connected to
the metal shield as the common ground. And each wire is ex-
cited with individual signal and excitation source. In this way,
there will be eight paths of conductors for eight communica-
tion channels, instead of four. The available resource for the
EoTP system is expanded in the dimension of channel num-
bers. As we can foresee, the trade-off here is the increased
crosstalk for the increased number of channels. With the help
of the crosstalk cancellation techniques, there will be eight
”not so bad” channels instead of four ”nice and clean” chan-
nels.
In Section 2 we will briefly study the circuitry of of the
Ethernet cable under our proposed channel model. In Section
3 we will introduce the specifics of the channel model simula-
tion and present the simulation results, with the ISO standard
specified Cat7a cable as a reference. In Section 4 we will
conclude the research and discuss the future work.
2. THE CIRCUIT OF ETHERNET CABLE
In this section, the concept of balanced and unbalanced trans-
mission model of EoTP are discussed, and then the RLGC
circuit model of EoTP cable unbalanced transmission is de-
scribed.
2.1. The Balanced and Unbalanced Transmission
The balanced transmission model of EoTP cable is depicted in
Fig. 1. Each of the four channels contains two wires, which
are twisted together with the same twisting rate. The input
signals fed into the two wires of the same pair carry the same
amplitude but opposite signs. In this differential mode exci-
tation, the difference between the received signal of the two
wires in each pair is taken as the output, therefore there are
four communication channels of the four pairs. Each commu-
nication channel, i.e., each pair, is a balanced transmission.
In the balanced transmission, each pair is an interference
source to other pairs, and they are not balanced pairwise.
Since each pair is excited in differential mode, the crosstalk to
the same end of the transmission, i.e., the near-end crosstalk
(NEXT), and the FEXT from pair 1 to wire 2 to 4 is demon-
strated, while the same applies to other pairs.
Alternatively, the unbalanced transmission model of
EoTP cable is shown in Fig. 3. There are eight channels
with individual excitation sources, which are independent
from each other. This single-ended mode excitation generate
eight individual outputs, therefore in this unbalanced trans-
mission there are eight communication channels. The NEXT
and FEXT from wire 1 to other wires are demonstrated, and
the same applies to other wires.
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Fig. 1. Balanced Transmission of EoTP Cable
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Fig. 2. The Crosstalk of Balanced Transmission
When given the same transmit power to balanced and
unbalanced transmission models, the proposed unbalanced
transmission does not feed the two wires of the same pair
with symmetric signal, obviously the output signal contains
only half of the energy of that of the balanced transmis-
sion. This means that the single communication channel of
the unbalanced transmission model is more sensitive to in-
terference. Moreover, without the self-cancellation of the
symmetric signal leakage, the crosstalk between the channels
in the unbalanced model will be stronger.
2.2. RLGC Circuit Model
Here we continue the discussion from the macro wire/pair
level down to the micro circuit level. In the transmission
line theory, the EoTP cable can be studied as a multiple
transmission line (MTL) circuit [3]. The EoTP cable can
be divided into many small cable segment, which are de-
tailed described by a Resistance-Inductance-Conductance-
Capacitance (RLGC) circuit model. And the S-parameters of
each segment can be computed accurately.
The RLGC model of the unbalanced transmission is illus-
trated in Fig. 4. The conductor in the bottom, indexed with 0,
is the metal shield of the cable, which is used as the common
ground for wire 1 to wire 8. Although provided as a powerful
tool, the EoTP cable is not a suitable application for MTL the-
ory. Most of the variables for RLGC model can be obtained
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Fig. 3. Unbalanced Transmission of EoTP Cable
from the physical properties of the material used in the cable
modelling. However, the twisting nature of the EoTP wires
leads to a continuous changing geometry, plus the different
twisting rate of the four pairs, which needs a theoretically in-
finite segmentation for the RLGC model. And this prohibits
a feasible theoretical analysis.
However with the help of the computer aided design CAD
software, we can still model a realistic cable and obtain its S-
parameters from simulation, as introduced in the next section.
3. THE CHANNEL MODEL SIMULATION RESULT
This section presents the specification of the Cat7a cable
modelled in the software, and its S-parameter simulation
result.
3.1. The Cable Specification
In order to investigate the S-parameter performance of the un-
balanced transmission model, a Cat7a screened S/FTP cable
is modelled in CAD software, whose specific parameters are
provided from our industry partner.
The conductor, i.e., the wires, is of 22 AWG, with a di-
ameter of 0.64 ± 0.008mm, and the material is pure copper.
The conductor is covered by a layer of foam as insulation, the
thickness of which is 0.4 mm. And the total diameter of the
insulated wire is 1.45± 0.1mm.
Then eight wires are twisted into four twisted pairs, with
different twisting rate, as listed in Fig. 5. Each pair is wrapped
with aluminium foil, to provide an individual screen against
the electro magnetic leakage between the pairs. The foil has
a thickness of 65µm
As the outer layer of the cable, firstly there is a metal
braiding covering the four pairs, for the purpose of external
interference rejection. The braiding is waived by tinned cop-
per wire with a diameter of 0.12 mm, and covers 40% of the
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Fig. 4. Cluster Channel Transmission
Table 4. Transmit Voltage of Cluster Channel Mode
T1 +U1 + U5 + U6 + U7 T2  U1 + U5 + U6 + U7
T3 +U2 + U5   U6   U7 T4  U2 + U5   U6   U7
T5 +U3   U5 + U6   U7 T6  U3   U5 + U6   U7
T7 +U4   U5   U6 + U7 T8  U4   U5   U6 + U7
U1 =
1
2 (T1   T2)
U2 =
1
2 (T3   T4)
U3 =
1
2 (T5   T6)
U4 =
1
2 (T7   T8)
U5 =
1
4 (T1 + T2 + T3 + T4)
U6 =
1
4 (T1 + T2 + T5 + T6)
U7 =
1
4 (T1 + T2 + T7 + T8)
(2)
It is worth note that if the ground level or the common mode signal of the twisted is pair not zero, then the twisted pair
is a unbalanced transmission. The load impedance must be compensated, the solution is equivalent to the method introduced
in [24, 25].
3.6. Novel Twisting Coordination
Skew Problem.
Fig. 5. Twisting Rate
4. WIRE-LEVEL CHANNEL MODELLING
Here the resistance-inductance-capacitance-conductance (RLCG) model of the multi conductor transmission lines theory will
be used as tool for the Wire-level channel modelling of the Ethernet cable.
Fig. 5. The Twisting Rate of the Pairs
cylinder outside the four pairs. In the end, there is a layer of
non-conductive Low Smoke Zero Halogen (LSOH) jacket, as
the protection of the cable.
This cable is designed to work up to 1200 MHz, however
the maximum frequency for the next EoTP standard is still
pending. In this paper we choose 1600 MHz as the maximum
frequency, and simulate the cable up to 1700 MHz.
The total cable length is limited to 1 meter, due to the
restriction of the CAD software. In practice, 1 meter cable
suffices the scenario of top of rack (TOR) or other short reach
connections in the data centre.
3.2. The Simulation Platform
The simulation platform consists of a Windows workstation
and the CAD software on it. The desktop workstation is pow-
ered with a quad-core Intel i5-2400 CPU at 3.1GHz, and 12
Gbit RAM. The CAD software is the Computer Simulation
Technology (CST) Microwave Studio.
Fig. 6. The Cable Modelling in CST
In the CST software, firstly the cable is modelled through
a 3D modelling procedure, with the corresponding physical
properties for the material mentioned previously, as demon-
strated in Fig. 6. Then this realistic 3D model is meshed into
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Fig. 4. RLGC Model of Unbalanced Transmission
small mesh cells Fig. 7. In our simulation, the 1 meter cable
is meshed into approximately 2.58 million mesh cells.
Fig. 7. The Meshing of the Cable Model
Each end of the channel is defined by a port, with 50⌦
impedance. When each of the ports is excited with a sig-
nal, the electro magnetic wave travels through each mesh cell,
which is then processed in physics, and generates an output
signal at other ports. In the end the S-parameters is calculated
by the inputs and outputs.
3.3. The Simulation Result: Insertion Loss
The simulation is conducted for both unbalanced and bal-
anced transmission mode. For the unbalanced transmission
mode, first we examine the insertion loss of the eight wires,
which is channel characteristic of the direct channel. The sim-
ulation result is shown in Fig. 8. The insertion loss of the
eight wires shows general similarity, only differs from each
other slightly.
All the eight wires have a rapid growing insertion loss as
the frequency increases, as a typical frequency selectivity for
twisted pairs. Moreover, all the eight wires also have a fluctu-
ation in their curves with a similar period. The explanation for
the similar period is the wave reflection over the very similar
wire length, not identical due to the different twisting rates.
Fig. 8. The Insertion Loss of Unbalanced Transmission
As a duplex communication system, the EoTP requires
symmetric transmission between the two ends of the cable
over the same frequency band. The insertion loss of a selec-
tion of the wires in two transmission directions is shown in
Fig. 9, where the direction of the previous insertion loss re-
sult is considered as downstream (DS) and the other direction
is considered as upstream (US). We can see that, for the same
wire, the insertion loss is symmetric over the two directions.
As a comparison, the cable is simulated in balanced trans-
mission as well, where the two wires of each pair are short
circuited to form a balanced pair. The insertion loss of the
four pairs in two directions are demonstrated in Fig. 10. The
insertion loss shows a very similar performance to each other,
and symmetric in two directions. The fluctuation is also seen
Fig. 9. The Insertion Loss Symmetry of Duplex Mode
here. However the frequency selectivity is very minor for this
balanced transmission, at the highest frequency the insertion
loss is lower only no more than 5 dB in low frequency, due to
low energy loss of the short cable length and the concentrated
power of the two wires. Therefore the insertion loss of the
balanced transmission is also better than that of unbalanced
transmission.
Moreover, the insertion loss of a 30 meter Cat7 cable
specified in ISO/IEC/TR 11801-9901 document [4] is also
plotted in Fig. 10 as a reference, labelled as Case0. The
insertion loss of the 30 meter cable is much worse than that of
the 1 meter cable. Also, there is a 10 to 15 dB insertion loss
gap between the 30 meter cable and the unbalanced transmis-
sion cable. Since the 30 meter cable has shown a theoretical
capacity of over 70 Gbit/s in [4], with the doubled number in
channel numbers, we can see a spectacular potential of the
unbalanced transmission cable.
Fig. 10. The Insertion Loss of Balanced Transmission
3.4. The Simulation Result: The Return Loss
Similar simulation procedure is conducted for the investiga-
tion of the return loss, which is a major performance degra-
dation for the EoTP transmission. The return loss of the un-
balanced transmission mode in one direction is shown in Fig.
11, basically all the eight wires have similar return loss per-
formance.
Fig. 11. The Return Loss of Unbalanced Transmission
For the duplex mode symmetry study, the return loss of
the two directions of the unbalanced transmission is demon-
strated in Fig. 12. There are different ripple amplitude in
the fluctuations, however the upper bounds of the return loss
generally conform with each other in two directions.
Fig. 12. The Return Loss Symmetry of Duplex Mode
The return loss of the balanced transmission mode and the
ISO standard cable is demonstrated in Fig.13. From Fig.13,
we can see a similar performance of the 1 meter cable and
the 30 meter cable, which means that the return loss is basi-
cally not dependent to the cable length. Compared with the
unbalanced transmission mode, the return loss of the unbal-
anced transmission is lower than that of the balanced trans-
mission, especially much lower in the low frequency part.
Therefore we can conclude that the unbalanced transmission
mode will not suffer more performance degradation from re-
turn loss than the balanced transmission.
Fig. 13. The Return Loss of Balanced Transmission
4. CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we have introduced the concept of unbalanced
transmission mode of EoTP cable, where the eight wires are
connected to the metal shield as a common ground and ex-
cited individually by single-ended excitation. We have com-
pared the balanced and unbalanced transmission models and
discussed the RLGC Circuit Model of unbalanced transmis-
sion mode. In the end we have presented S-parameter sim-
ulation result of the unbalanced transmission, where the un-
balanced transmission channel model shows a considerable
insertion loss performance and better return loss performance
with respect to the balanced transmission model in the same
cable.
The future work of this research will focus on the crosstalk
channel investigation of the unbalanced transmission and the
further study the achievable capacity of the unbalanced trans-
mission with PAM or other multi-carrier modulation schemes.
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ABSTRACT
For the ongoing evolution of Ethernet over twisted pair stan-
dard, from 10G BASE-T to 40G BASE-T and future 100G
BASE-T or beyond, expanding the transmission spectrum
and increasing PAM modulation order are considered as the
straight-forward approaches. However, the twisted pair is
originally invented for low frequency voice band analog sig-
nal transmission, and the straight-forward approaches are
limited by the physical nature of the conductor. Therefore
the inherited transmission configurations become the bottle-
neck for higher performance, due to the lack of adaptability
to the non-ideal frequency-selective channel with crosstalk
between the pairs. Before introducing the new transmission
technologies to enhance the performance under such channel
condition, like OFDM and MIMO, the channel model of the
structured Ethernet twisted pair cable should be revisited,
and to be exploited for the new technology. In this paper we
present both balanced and unbalanced transmission channel
model for the Ethernet cable, which can realise four pair-
wise transmission channels or eight wire-wise transmission
channels. Considering the trend of using short cables for
high speed links in the datacenter scenario, an one meter long
CAT7A cable is simulated for balanced and unbalanced trans-
mission, with detailed direct channel and crosstalk channel
parameters for the MIMO channel model.
1. INTRODUCTION
Ethernet, defined as the standard of IEEE 802.3 [1], is the
most seen network in the field of computer networks, includ-
ing home networks, enterprise networks and data centres. The
original signal carrier of Ethernet was coaxial cable, and later
more options are introduced, including twisted pair cable, sin-
gle mode and multi mode optical fibre, and backplane. Each
of these physical media has specific application scenario with
own advantage, while the twisted pair based cable has been
most widely used.
The structured twisted pair cable consists of four twisted
pairs, which can be seen as four parallel communication chan-
nels. Each twisted pair is a balanced transmission system,
where the two wires are excited in differential mode. The two
wires are twisted with the same twisting rate, therefore they
have same actual wire length and and same impedance to the
ground at any point along the cable. Such balanced lines re-
ceive identical common mode interference from the same in-
terference source. With the differential mode excitation, the
two wires are fed with the same signal with opposite signs,
and their difference between the two received signals. In this
way, the same interference component in both received signal
will be cancelled. Meanwhile, the signal leakage from the two
wires are of the same amplitude, but opposite signs as well,
thus the resulting interference outside the twisted pair is min-
imised. Behind the cable jackets, the signal is in the form of
pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM), from the early standard
of 1BASE5 for 1 Mbit/s to the 10G-BaseT for 10 Gbit/s now,
with increasing modulation order and bandwidth.
The upcoming challenge of the Ethernet over twisted pair
(EoTP) is to transmit 40 Gigabit per second over the struc-
tured cable, especially for the data centre applications. The
step from 10 Gbit/s to 40 Gbit/s is bigger than any other steps
in the evolution of the EoTP history.
However, the previous approach, higher quality cable can
provide better channel characteristics, wider frequency band
can provide more bandwidth and higher order modulation can
increase the frequency spectrum efficiency, have very limited
room to further enhance the data rate performance. Although
the new cable standard will adopt new measures to improve
the physical, or namely the electro magnetic properties of the
cable, originally designed for telephony service, the channel
characteristics of the twisted pair is only ideal for lower fre-
quencies. Operating at radio frequency, e.g., over 1 GHz, the
insertion loss degrades significantly compared with the lower
frequency, and the crosstalk increases rapidly along the fre-
quency. As a result, the channel characteristics show a strong
frequency selectivity.
Other wireline and wireless communication systems have
adopted variety of communication/signal processing tech-
niques, in order to cope the severe channel conditions. In
communication theory, the EoTP system can be viewed as
a communication system with four parallel channel, which
interfere each other through the electro magnetic coupling as
the major performance degradation, i.e., crosstalk. Aiming
at higher data rate, the frequency diversity is exploited by
adopting multi-carrier modulation technique, where the or-
thogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) has shown
considerable performance improvement over EoTP cable [2].
The multi-user diversity is also exploited inn 10G-BaseT,
by introducing Tomlinson-Harashima precoding in order to
reduce the far-end crosstalk (FEXT), while the single carrier
PAM modulation is inherited. In this paper, we propose an
alternative channel model, where the restriction of the bal-
anced transmission is removed, each twisted pair is split into
two wires and all connected to the metal shield as the com-
mon ground. And each wire is excited with individual signal
and excitation source. In this way, there will be eight paths
of conductors for eight communication channels, instead of
four. The available resource for the EoTP system is expanded
in the dimension of channel numbers. As we can foresee,
the trade-off here is the increased crosstalk for the increased
number of channels. With the help of the crosstalk cancel-
lation techniques, there will be eight ”not so bad” channels
instead of four ”nice and clean” channels.
In Section 2 we will briefly study the circuitry of of the
Ethernet cable under our proposed channel model. In Section
3 we will introduce the specifics of the channel model simula-
tion and present the simulation results, with the ISO standard
specified Cat7a cable as a reference. In Section 4 we will
conclude the research and discuss the future work.
2. THE CIRCUIT OF ETHERNET CABLE
In this section, the balanced and unbalanced transmission
models of EoTP are discussed, and then the RLGC circuit
model of EoTP cable unbalanced transmission is described.
2.1. The Balanced and Unbalanced Transmission
The balanced transmission model of EoTP cable is depicted in
Fig. 1. Each of the four channels contains two wires, which
are twisted together with the same twisting rate. The input
signals fed into the two wires of the same pair carry the same
amplitude but opposite signs. In this differential mode exci-
tation, the difference between the received signal of the two
wires in each pair is taken as the output, therefore there are
four communication channels of the four pairs. Each commu-
nication channel, i.e., each pair, is a balanced transmission.
In the balanced transmission, each pair is an interference
source to other pairs, and they are not balanced pairwise.
Since each pair is excited in differential mode, the crosstalk to
the same end of the transmission, i.e., the near-end crosstalk
(NEXT), and the FEXT from pair 1 to wire 2 to 4 is demon-
strated, while the same applies to other pairs.
Alternatively, the unbalanced transmission model of
EoTP cable is shown in Fig. 3. There are eight channels
with individual excitation sources, which are independent
from each other. This single-ended mode excitation generate
eight individual outputs, therefore in this unbalanced trans-
mission there are eight communication channels. The NEXT
and FEXT from wire 1 to other wires are demonstrated, and
the same applies to other wires.
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Fig. 1. Balanced Transmission of EoTP Cable
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Fig. 2. The Crosstalk of Balanced Transmission
When given the same transmit power to balanced and
unbalanced transmission models, the proposed unbalanced
transmission does not feed the two wires of the same pair
with symmetric signal, obviously the output signal contains
only half of the energy of that of the balanced transmis-
sion. This means that the single communication channel of
the unbalanced transmission model is more sensitive to in-
terference. Moreover, without the self-cancellation of the
symmetric signal leakage, the crosstalk between the channels
in the unbalanced model will be stronger.
2.2. RLGC Circuit Model
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Fig. 3. Unbalanced Transmission of EoTP Cable
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Fig. 4. RLGC Model of Unbalanced Transmission
Here we continue the discussion from the macro wire/pair
level down to the micro circuit level. In the transmission
line theory, the EoTP cable can be studied as a multiple
transmission line (MTL) circuit [3]. The EoTP cable can
be divided into many small cable segment, which are de-
tailed described by a Resistance-Inductance-Conductance-
Capacitance (RLGC) circuit model. And the S-parameters of
each segment can be computed accurately. Similar approach
has been applied to single twisted pair cable [4].
The RLGC model of the unbalanced transmission is illus-
trated in Fig. 4. The conductor in the bottom, indexed with 0,
is the metal shield of the cable, which is used as the common
ground for wire 1 to wire 8. Although provided as a powerful
tool, the EoTP cable is not a suitable application for MTL the-
ory. Most of the variables for RLGC model can be obtained
from the physical properties of the material used in the cable
modelling. However, the twisting nature of the EoTP wires
leads to a continuous changing geometry, plus the different
twisting rate of the four pairs, which needs a theoretically in-
finite segmentation for the RLGC model. And this prohibits
a feasible theoretical analysis. However with the help of the
computer aided design CAD software, we can still model a
realistic cable and obtain its S-parameters from simulation, as
introduced in the next section.
3. THE CHANNEL MODEL SIMULATION RESULT
This section presents the simulation detail of the Cat7a cable,
and its S-parameter simulation result.
3.1. The Cable Specification
In order to investigate the S-parameter performance of the un-
balanced transmission model, a Cat7a screened S/FTP cable
is modelled in CAD software, whose specific parameters are
provided from our industry partner.
The conductor, i.e., the wires, is of 22 AWG, with a di-
ameter of 0.64 ± 0.008mm, and the material is pure copper.
The conductor is covered by a layer of foam as insulation, the
thickness of which is 0.4 mm. And the total diameter of the
insulated wire is 1.45± 0.1mm.
Then eight wires are twisted into four twisted pairs, with
different twisting rate, as listed in Fig. 5. Each pair is wrapped
with aluminium foil, to provide an individual screen against
the electro magnetic leakage between the pairs. The foil has
a thickness of 65µm. As the outer layer of the cable, firstly
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Fig. 4. Cluster Channel Transmission
Table 4. Transmit Voltage of Cluster Channel Mode
T1 +U1 + U5 + U6 + U7 T2  U1 + U5 + U6 + U7
T3 +U2 + U5   U6   U7 T4  U2 + U5   U6   U7
T5 +U3   U5 + U6   U7 T6  U3   U5 + U6   U7
T7 +U4   U5   U6 + U7 T8  U4   U5   U6 + U7
U1 =
1
2 (T1   T2)
U2 =
1
2 (T3   T4)
U3 =
1
2 (T5   T6)
U4 =
1
2 (T7   T8)
U5 =
1
4 (T1 + T2 + T3 + T4)
U6 =
1
4 (T1 + T2 + T5 + T6)
U7 =
1
4 (T1 + T2 + T7 + T8)
(2)
It is worth note that if the ground level or the common ode signal of the twisted is pair not zero, then the twisted pair
is a unbalanced transmission. The load impedance must be compensated, the solution is equivalent to the method introduced
in [24, 25].
3.6. Novel Twisting Coordination
Skew Problem.
Fig. 5. Twisting Rate
4. WIRE-LEVEL CHANNEL MODELLING
Here the resistance-inductance-capacitance-conductance (RLCG) model of the multi conductor transmission lines theory will
be used as tool for the Wire-level channel modelling of the Ethernet cable.
Fig. 5. The Twisting Rate of the Pairs
there is a metal braiding covering the four pairs, for the pur-
pose of external interference rejection. The braiding is waived
by tinned copper wire with a diameter of 0.12mm, and covers
40% of the cylinder outside the four pairs. In the end, there is
a layer of non-conductive Low Smoke Zero Halogen (LSOH)
jacket, as the protection of the cable.
This cable is designed to work up to 1200 MHz, however
the maximum frequency for the next EoTP standard is still
pending. In this paper we choose 1600 MHz as the maximum
frequency, and simulate the cable up to 1700 MHz.
The total cable length is limited to 1 meter, due to the
restriction of the CAD software. In practice, 1 meter cable
suffices the scenario of top of rack (TOR) or other short reach
connections in the data centre [5].
3.2. The Simulation Platform
The simulation is performed on a Windows workstation,
which is powered with a quad-core Intel i5-2400 CPU at
3.1GHz, and 12 Gbit RAM. The full wavelength simula-
tion software is the Computer Simulation Technology (CST)
Microwave Studio.
Fig. 6. The Cable Modelling in CST
In the CST software, firstly the cable is modelled through
a 3D modelling procedure, with the corresponding physical
properties for the material mentioned previously, as demon-
strated in Fig. 6. Then this realistic 3D model is meshed into
small mesh cells Fig. 7. In our simulation, the 1 meter cable
is meshed into approximately 2.58 million mesh cells.
Fig. 7. The Meshing of the Cable Model
Each end of the channel is defined by a port, with 50⌦
impedance. When each of the ports is excited with a sig-
nal, the electro magnetic wave travels through each mesh cell,
which is then processed in physics, and generates an output
signal at other ports. In the end the S-parameters is calculated
by the inputs and outputs.
3.3. The Simulation Result: Insertion Loss
The simulation is conducted for both unbalanced and bal-
anced transmission mode. For the unbalanced transmission
mode, first we examine the insertion loss of the eight wires,
which is channel characteristic of the direct channel. The sim-
ulation result is shown in Fig. 8. The insertion loss of the
eight wires shows general similarity, only differs from each
other slightly. All the eight wires have a rapid growing in-
sertion loss as the frequency increases, as a typical frequency
selectivity for twisted pairs. Moreover, all the eight wires also
have a fluctuation in their curves with a similar period. The
explanation for the similar period is the wave reflection over
the very similar wire length, not identical due to the different
twisting rates. As a duplex communication system, the EoTP
Fig. 8. The Insertion Loss of Unbalanced Transmission
requires symmetric transmission between the two ends of the
cable over the same frequency band. The insertion loss of a
selection of the wires in two transmission directions is shown
in Fig. 9, where the direction of the previous insertion loss re-
sult is considered as downstream (DS) and the other direction
is considered as upstream (US). We can see that, for the same
wire, the insertion loss is symmetric over the two directions.
Fig. 9. The Insertion Loss Symmetry of Duplex Mode
As a comparison, the cable is simulated in balanced trans-
mission as well, where the two wires of each pair are short
circuited to form a balanced pair. The insertion loss of the
four pairs in two directions are demonstrated in Fig. 10. The
insertion loss shows a very similar performance to each other,
and symmetric in two directions. The fluctuation is also seen
here. However the frequency selectivity is very minor for this
balanced transmission, at the highest frequency the insertion
loss is lower only no more than 5 dB in low frequency, due to
low energy loss of the short cable length and the concentrated
power of the two wires. Therefore the insertion loss of the
balanced transmission is also better than that of unbalanced
transmission.
Moreover, the insertion loss of a 30 meter Cat7 cable
specified in ISO/IEC/TR 11801-9901 document [6] is also
plotted in Fig. 10 as a reference, labelled as Case0. The
insertion loss of the 30 meter cable is much worse than that of
the 1 meter cable. Also, there is a 10 to 15 dB insertion loss
gap between the 30 meter cable and the unbalanced transmis-
sion cable. Since the 30 meter cable has shown a theoretical
capacity of over 70 Gbit/s in [6], with the doubled number in
channel numbers, we can see a spectacular potential of the
unbalanced transmission cable.
Fig. 10. The Insertion Loss of Balanced Transmission
3.4. The Simulation Result: The Return Loss
Similar simulation procedure is conducted for the return loss,
which is a major performance degradation for the EoTP trans-
mission. The return loss of the unbalanced transmission mode
in one direction is shown in Fig. 11, basically all the eight
wires have similar return loss performance.
Fig. 11. The Return Loss of Unbalanced Transmission
For the duplex mode symmetry study, the return loss of
the two directions of the unbalanced transmission is demon-
strated in Fig. 12. There are different ripple amplitude in
the fluctuations, however the upper bounds of the return loss
generally conform with each other in two directions.
The return loss of the balanced transmission mode and the
ISO standard cable is demonstrated in Fig.13. From Fig.13,
we can see a similar performance of the 1 meter cable and
the 30 meter cable, which means that the return loss is basi-
cally not dependent to the cable length. Compared with the
unbalanced transmission mode, the return loss of the unbal-
anced transmission is lower than that of the balanced trans-
mission, especially much lower in the low frequency part.
Fig. 12. The Return Loss Symmetry of Duplex Mode
Therefore we can conclude that the unbalanced transmission
mode will not suffer more performance degradation from re-
turn loss than the balanced transmission.
Fig. 13. The Return Loss of Balanced Transmission
3.5. Crosstalk Performance
In Fig.14, the FEXT channel of unbalanced transmission, i.e.,
the simulation result of wire 1 and wire 2 is shown. The two
curves on the top are the intra-pair FEXT of pair 1, between
wire 1 and wire 2, and clearly these intra-pair FEXT is higher
than other inter-pair FEXT received by wire 1.
Fig. 14. The FEXT of the Unbalanced Transmission
In Fig.15, we present a comprehensive comparison be-
tween the intra-pair, inter-pair FEXT and the FEXT in bal-
anced transmission. Here we can see that the 30 meter cable
has the best FEXT performance, and short cable has higher
FEXT due to the short distance between the two ends. This
implies that a shorter cable does not necessarily provide the
best channel, and this will have an impact on the short cable
performance in TOR scenario. Another very interesting ob-
servation is that for the same cable, the FEXT of the balanced
transmission is between the the intra-pair FEXT and the inter-
pair FEXT of the unbalanced transmission.
Fig. 15. The FEXT Performance Comparison
Like FEXT, similar simulation results of NEXT per-
formance are formulated and demonstrated in Fig.16 and
Fig.17. And we have the same observations: stronger intra-
pair NEXT than inter-pair NEXT, 30 meter cable with the best
NEXT performance, and the NEXT of the balanced transmis-
sion is between the the intra-pair and the inter-pair NEXT of
the unbalanced transmission for the one meter cable.
Fig. 16. The NEXT of the Unbalanced Transmission
For the one meter cable, the balanced transmission shows
slightly better channel condition than the unbalanced trans-
mission, channel-wise. With proper MIMO realisation, es-
pecially in FEXT cancellation, the unbalanced transmission
has a huge potential from the doubled number of the chan-
nels. Compared with the 30 meter cable, the one meter ca-
ble shows both better direct channel performance and higher
crosstalk performance. This interesting observation should be
further studied, so as to improve the data rate for the general
short reach cabling systems.
4. CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we have introduced the concept of unbalanced
transmission mode of EoTP cable, where the eight wires are
Fig. 17. The NEXT Performance Comparison
connected to the metal shield as a common ground and ex-
cited individually by single-ended excitation. We have com-
pared the balanced and unbalanced transmission models and
discussed the RLGC Circuit Model of unbalanced transmis-
sion mode. In the end we have presented S-parameter sim-
ulation result of the unbalanced transmission, where the un-
balanced transmission channel model shows a considerable
insertion loss performance and better return loss performance
with respect to the balanced transmission model. The data
rate performance will be investigated in the future research.
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